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Are you going to see 
OAR. tonight? 
EMMABOYERS. 
Freshman. VCT 
"Yes because whenever 
I'm given a opportunity 
to see a concert, I go." 
|Pto4 
TODAY 
.;.     Mostly Cloudy 
~     High: 53, Low: 39 
I TOMORROW Cloudy High: 55, Low: 37 
s collide 
Bowling 
Green 
Overseas students 
find comfort in 
small community 
ILLUSTRATION BVMMIEL WHITE     'HE B6NEM 
WHERE IN THE WORLD ARE YOU FROM? 
Areas where BGSUs international students are from- 
I | "If        I        ''J| 
Source hnp;//wwwbgioe •«dcoum-«n/coun[iy htn-' 
By Ella Fowl*, 
Reporter 
Almost every student has heard this 
question. "Why did you chose Bowling 
Green State University? What is there?" 
But students have their own reasons for 
coming to this University. For some it was close 
to home and for others it had the program they 
were interested in. But what about those who travel 
across the Atlantic to get here—the students who are 
continents away from home? 
"1 want to work for television someday and other 
well-named schools didn't have a telecommunication 
department," said Yeunsu Park, junior international 
student from Korea. "Many other colleges didn't have 
a student-run television program like the BG 24 news. 
I think gaining experience by working with a program 
like that is more important than going to a big-named 
school." 
Park, who got accepted into Berkeley and Princeton, 
said she loves BGSU and has no regrets about coming 
here. 
Other international students came here because it 
offered them a better education. 
"Here in the United States you get a better educa- 
tion," said Bashir llandous, sophomore from Lebanon. 
S« CHOICES e2 
What 
if BG 
becomes 
Virginia? 
How would the 
University react? 
This story was reported by 
Tim Sampson. Freddy Hunt 
and Alaina Buxas. and writ- 
ten by City Hews Editor Lisa 
Halverstadt. 
In the wake of the Virginia Tech 
shootings, BGSU students and 
administnitorsarewonderingwhat 
would happen if a similar incident 
occurred at this University. This is 
what University officials said they 
would do. 
Notification 
At 7:15 a.m. on Monday, Virginia 
lech police received a call about 
two deaths and multiple injuries 
resulting from a dorm shooting. 
By 9:45 a.m.. there were more 
shootings at the school's engineer- 
ing department. By Tuesday, XI 
people were dead, including the 
23-year-old shooter, who killed 
himself. 
During and after the shootings, 
Virginia Tech officials notified stu- 
dents by e-mail and emergency 
messages to campus phones. 
lid Whipple, vice president for 
student affairs, slid BGSUs l"> 
member Crisis Intervention Team 
sends e-mails to students to noti- 
fy' them of urgent problems, as 
they did when snow closed the 
University for [vvcidays in I cbniary. 
At their regularly-scheduled meet- 
ing Monday, the team sent a letter 
to students addressing the Virginia 
Tech crisis 
But while he said he is confident 
with the team's abilities. Whipple 
said the University has been 
exploring better ways to commu- 
nicate with students during cam- 
pus crises since the blizzard. 
Often, not all students can 
access their e-mail accounts when 
trouble hits so another option, 
such as text messages, would be 
Ideal Whipple said. 
In the event of an emer- 
gency. University Police Ghief 
Jim VVIegand said the Office of 
Residence life can use a phone 
tree to contact students who live 
in the dorms. 
BGSU police are also discuss- 
ing notification options with offi- 
cials at die University of Toledo, 
he said. 
Action 
According to Wiegand, the 
University has an active shooter 
plan to deal with threats like the 
one at Virginia Tech, 
"Our first response is to elimi- 
nate  the  threat.   Our  second 
See WHAT IF | Page 2 
Two good friends, two 
different presentations 
By Molly McCab* 
Reporter 
Passion is one of the few things 
that Nicholas Zoffel and lason 
Schmin shared during their dis- 
sertation presentations yesterday. 
Zoffel and Schmin have devel- 
oped a friendship throughout 
their past four years as graduate 
students. They have shared an 
office together in the Chapman 
Learning Community, studied in 
Paris together and worked closely 
within classes. 
"We entered the program at 
the same time, through classes 
and projects we have devel- 
oped a brotherly relationship," 
Zoffel said. 
Both of the men received the 
honor as a Ph.D. fellow and doc- 
toral candidates this past year. 
Through the fellowship, Zoffel 
and Schmitt are paid for one 
year to work on research for 
their dissertations. 
The  presentations  yesterday 
Nicholas 
Zoffel 
Ph.D. fellow and 
doctoral candidate 
Jason 
Schmitt 
Ph.D. fellow and 
doctoral candidate 
were to present the research that 
they have done thus far. Zoffel and 
Schmitt presented two drastically 
different topics. 
"The passion for the topic goes 
back to a class that I had with 
Melissa Spirek as my instructor; 
she said you have to have a topic 
for your dissertation that keeps 
you up at night," Schmitt said. 
See PASSION | Page 8 
OAR. playing at Anderson Arena tonight 
By T.union Gli.itt.i 
Reporter 
Tonight Anderson Arena will be a 
buzz when OAR. takes the stage. 
The band will be performing 
songs from their past albums 
including 2005's "Stories of a 
Stranger," which had hit singles 
including "Love and Memories" 
and "Heard the World." 
According to VIll.com, OAR. 
(Of A Revolution) began as a local 
Ohio State University rock band 
and through word of mouth and 
demo CDs, the band began to 
climb the Billboard charts. 
VHl.com describes OAR.'s 
music as "rock and reggae inflect- 
ed upbeat songs." 
Jeanette Davis, Director and 
Spring Concert Chair for UAO, 
which is sponsoring the concert, 
said the response to the concert 
has been good from students. 
"People really want to see 
them; there was a Una all day 
when the tickets first went on 
sale," Davis said. 
Amanda Shedron, sophomore, 
stood in line for two and a half 
hours to buy tickets. 
"I am excited about seeing 
OAR. and the price of the tickets 
were fair, so 1 didn't mind stand- 
ing in line," Shedron said. 
This marks OAR.'s second trip 
to the University. They first per- 
formed hen' in 2001. When con- 
tacted, the band was glad to have 
the opportunity to come back, 
Davis said. 
The process of booking a band 
See OAR | Page 8 
Students should donate items to less fortunate 
By Alexandria Clark 
Senior Reporter 
instead of walking to the dump- 
ster to throw out that futon mat- 
tress, half a botde of laundry 
detergent, left-over ramen noo- 
dle cups or clothes that don't fit 
anymore, put them into a box at a 
residence hall for people in need 
to use it. 
"When You Move Out. Don't 
Throw It Out," is a program 
that started in the spring of 
2002, sponsored by the Office of 
Residence Life. 
This program was sparked by a 
former staff member of the Office 
of Residence life. 
"He attended a conference 
at Texas lech, in which had this 
program and he forwarded me 
the information and it sounded 
like a great idea," said Nicholas 
Hennessy, associate director of 
residence life for residence edu- 
cation. 
'This program will start this 
Friday. Volunteers will place 
boxes in each residence hall 
across from the front desk, in 
convenient stores such as Chilly's. 
Greek houses and the Union. 
"We are accepting all non-per- 
See DONATE | Page 8 
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BLOTTER 
MONDAY 
9:55A.M.-230P.M. 
Thrpe incidences of counter- 
feit travelers checks reported 
at Gen's Hallmark and Sam 
Goody's on South Mam Street 
11:10 AM 
Black leather wallet, containing a 
credit card, Ohio driver's license. 
Social Security card and $13 
cash, reported missing. 
1:41 P.M. 
Vehicle parked on South 
College Drive reported keyed 
overnight, causing $250 in dam- 
age 
4:18 P.M. 
Clough Street resident reported 
someone entered her apartment 
and took $400 in cash and a 
check book 
446 P.M. 
Cole Nemath, a 5-year-old boy. 
who lives on Wallace Avenue. 
was reported missing. He was 
eventually found in his father's 
bed 
659 P.M. 
A complainant m Ashley report- 
ed an iPod and a laptop were 
stolen from his dorm room. 
839 P.M. 
A complainant from Campus 
Corners called campus police to 
report a subject who did not pay 
for his meal. 
TUESDAY 
12:03 A.M. 
Orleans Avenue resident 
reported receiving a harassing 
phone call. 
230 A.M. 
Jeremy Wayne Taylor. 25. of 
Napoleon. Ohio, cited for oper- 
ating a vehicle while under the 
influence and failure to follow 
marked lanes on East Napoleon 
Road 
CHOICES 
From Page 1 
"Mainly the resources and tech- 
nology we have here arc much 
more advanced and better than 
what we have back borne." 
Josephine l-ffah. an Inter- 
national student from Ghana, 
attended the University of 
Cape Coast before attend- 
ing BGSU, calling this a great 
opportunity. 
According to Anne Saviers. 
associate director for the ecu 
ter of International Programs, 
many international students 
come to BGSU for a variety of 
reasons. 
"Some might like the smaller 
town and the smaller atmo- 
sphere. We are liny, but we are 
huge in a way.' Saviers said. "1 
think that a lot ol people value 
that and feel they can get per- 
sonal attention here, lor oth- 
ers, the I larvard- and Vale-like 
schools are too expensive or too 
competitive." 
For many, the idea of family 
being close by is helpful. 
"My brother was here study- 
ing for his master's," Effah said, 
"lie really helped me out.'' 
Now, her brother is back in 
Ghana, but her sister, a sopho- 
more, is also currently studying 
at the University. 
For Handous it was his 
friend's family that helped him 
out the most. 
"I would have had a much 
harder time to adjust if I didn't 
have this great family to help 
me — the Shaheen fam- 
ily." I landous said. "They made 
everything easier for me and 
less complex." 
But for the students who don't 
have family or friends study- 
ing here, finding out about the 
University is not always easy. 
"International students learn 
about BCiSU a lot of different 
ways," Saviers said. "Sometimes 
faculty will bring students here 
when they travel abroad for 
conferences also." 
Some professors say interna- 
tional students bring a sense of 
reality to campus. 
"We are so isolated from the 
world, but they show us that we 
are a part of it," said Rolando 
Andrade. an ethnic studies pro- 
fessor. 
Andrade, who was an inter- 
national student himself at 
Oklahoma State University, 
attributes his success as an 
international student to 
American students who 
reached out to him. 
Saviers said it is impor- 
tant for American students 
to get to know international 
students because it will help 
them understand the world 
around them. 
"Ourgeneral population here 
at BGSU is fairly homogeneous. 
International Student 
Application Process: 
■ Find an application on the 
Center for International 
Programs Web site 
■ Fill out an application 
form and submit it online 
or mail it in 
■ It is evaluated by the 
University before admit- 
tance 
■ The University checks 
to see if the student can 
afford to come and if he 
or she can support him or 
herself once here 
■ Once admitted, inter- 
national students must 
obtain a visa 
■ Often, students aren't 
given a visa and must 
defer their admittance 
■ Some students have to 
apply more than once 
because they were unable 
to obtain a visa and had 
already deferred their 
admittance twice 
■ Overall, the process of 
applying and obtaining a 
visa can take up to 10 to 
11 months. 
A lot of students are from Ohio 
and many have never gone 
outside of Ohio," Saviers said. 
"That is what the international 
students often bring to this 
campus." 
ENOCH WU     THiBGNEWS 
Biking to help the kids 
DONATING TIME FOR A GOOD CAUSE: Junior Dan Quick bikes to support Alpha 
Sigma Phi's effort to raise money foi children with leukemia. 
WHAT IF 
From Page 1 
response is to take care of the 
injured and our third response is 
to make the appropriate notifica- 
tions," Wiegand said. 
in the event of an emergency, 
students would lx' advised to 
stay inside and additional officers 
would be called In to assist 
"We have mutual aid with the 
city and with the county, and we 
can contact state highway patrol 
too," Wiegand said. 
But he emphasized that while 
there is a policy and procedure 
manual outlining the active shoot- 
er plan, every situation brings its 
own variables. 
"Before |the (Columbine 1 ligli 
School shootings in 19991. we 
would just secure the scene and 
wail for back up," Weigand said. 
After this situation, law enforce- 
ment officials have made more 
plans to deal with shooters, and 
Wiegand said he believes the 
Virginia Tech incident will impact 
future procedures. 
Prevention 
Before 23-year-old Cho Seung- 
I li ii fired his first shots, his violent 
writings caught others' attention, 
prompting classmates and a pro- 
fessor to be concerned. 
Professor Carolyn Rude, chair- 
woman of Virginia Tech's F.nglish 
department, referred him to the 
university's counseling service 
because of his disturbing creative 
writings. 
Rebecca Conrad Davenport, 
a psychologist at BGSU's 
Counseling Center, said although 
it is uncommon, faculty mem- 
bers sometimes refer sntdents to 
the center. 
"A member of our staff works 
very close with | the College of Arts 
and SciencesI academic advisers 
and faculty in arts and sciences," 
she said. 
Support 
On April 23, BGSU's 
Undergraduate Student 
Government plans to hold a 
candlelight memorial gather- 
ing in the Union oval to support 
students at Virginia Tech. 
Vice-president elect Nick 
Gamero said a banner will be 
available for students to sign 
this week. I ISC, plans to display 
it at Monday's even) and then 
send it to Virginia lech as a sign 
of support. 
"Being a student leader here, 
I can't imagine how we'd han- 
dle that." Gamero said. "This 
is to show our sympathy and 
support." 
Register to win at: www.5g4u.orq ® 1-877-338-3328    Student 
* + LENDING   WORK 
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GET A LIFE 
CALENDAR Of EVENTS 
Some ««Ks taiwi from ewm bgsuedu 
Untimed event 
Wood County Corps 
Information Days 
204 South Hall 
All ddy evC't 
Starbucks Anniversary 
Union 
10 a.m. - 4 pm. 
MFA Thesis Exhibition I 
Dorothy Uber Bryan. Willard 
Wankelman and Union Student 
Galleries 
8p.m 
Guest Artist: 
American String Trio 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
9 p.m. 
IFC Recruitment 
Training Meeting 
TBA 
Kohl Hall Council 
007 Kohl 
9 -10 p.m. 
Organization for 
Women's Issues 
107 Hanna 
9-11 pm 
Bingo 
Black Swamp Pub. Union 
ipm 
AHA Film Series: 
Trainspotting 
204 Fine Arts 
Cltins of loncj ago that 
wanted to get rid of their 
unwanted people without 
rilling them used lo burn 
their houses down_.hence 
the expression 
"to get fired." 
KMSTYNAWENTZGSAfF     l.'.M " 
HELPING OUT: Dr. Verna Fowler, founder ol the College of Menominee Nation in 
Keshena. Wisconsin, says she recalls the shocking experience of going to college in 
Milwaukee when she was younger. Fowler says students educated on reservations are 
drsadvantaged in their educational knowledge, and she created the college in hopes of 
helping students prepare and succeed in a four-year program. February 14.2007. 
College to help 
Menominees out 
By Megan Twohey 
Mi   ' 
MENOMINEE INDIAN 
RESERVATION, Wis. — Leon 
Eowler drives his beat-up 
Mustang over the winding roads 
of the Menominee Reservation. 
The roads are paved with 
memories. His mother died on 
them. I le was 8. She was drunk. 
He spent much of his 2(k 
behind the wheel. He would 
down bottles of liquor until his 
eyes were bleary, until his body 
was numb. 
Now Fowler is 32. He has a 
burly build and black hair. I le is 
driving in a new direction. 
Itmrteen years ago, his aunt 
founded a college on the res- 
ervation. She wanted to offer 
the Menominee a path out of 
poverty 
More than 1.000 students — 
waitresses, security guards, bus 
drivers — signed up, hungry for 
a brighter luture. 
Eventually, Eowler enrolled. 
He left behind his minimum- 
wage job to see if he could do 
better. 
"It's like I could drink and do 
dnigs. or I can check out this 
education," he says as he drives 
past sagging houses with trash- 
strewn lawns. 
He is on his way to class. 
Cold rain cuts through the 
canopy of trees covering the 
Menominee Reservation. 
Leon Fowler's aunt, Verna 
Fowler, is standing in the audi- 
torium of Menominee High 
School, peering out at a sea of 
faces. The students, in jeans 
and hooded sweat shirts, are 
slumped in their chairs. The 
mood is as uplifting as the 
weather. 
Fowler, a stocky woman with 
cropped hair, is talking about 
how the reservation is the poor- 
est county in Wisconsin. Hall 
the children arc from families 
living below the poverty level. 
Alcoholism is rampant. So is 
diabetes. The average life expec- 
tancy — 57 years — is similar to 
that of war-ravaged Sudan. 
"Poverty," Fowler tells the stu- 
dents, "has plagued our com- 
munity." 
It wasn't always like this. 
Menominee Indians, an 
Algonquian-speaking nation 
whose name means "wild 
rice people," once controlled 
more than 10 million acres in 
Wisconsin and Michigan. They 
hunted, fished and gathered 
wild rice, beans and squash. 
That was before the federal 
government forced the tribe to 
cede almost all of its territory 
through a series of treaties in 
the mid- 1800s. The Menominee 
were left with a reservation of 
276,000 acres outside Green 
Bay, but in the 1950s, even that 
was stripped away. 
Part-time work. 
Big time benefits. 
At FedEx Ground, hard work has its rewards. Part-time 
package handlers can become eligible for tuition assistance, 
medical/dental insurance - even opportunities for full-time 
work. So bring your drive to a company that recognizes and 
rewards the best. 
P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS 
Qualifications: 
• 18 years or older 
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages 
• Part-time, 5-day week, Mon-Fri, Shifts: 2pm-6:30pm, 7pm- 
11:30pm;Tues- Sat, Shifts: Midnight-5am, 3:30am-8am, 
3am-8am. 
• $9.00-$10.00/hour to start. 
Apply in person Monday - Friday 9:00am - 1:00pm 
and2:00pm-4:00pm: 
650 S. Reynolds Rd., Toledo, OH 43615 
PH: 1-800-582-3577 
Visit us at fedex.com 
FedEx Ground is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer 
(M/F/D/V), committed to diversifying its workforce. 
Homer and the art of donut statistics 
By Jo.h Sh.ff.r 
MCT 
Statistics professors aren't 
known for their jokes. Let X 
equal the number of chuckles 
coming out of a data mining 
class, and X equals 0. 
Enter Homer Simpson. 
Longtime North Carolina 
State University professor I.en 
Stefanski discovered a way 
to work the lovable cartoon 
boob Into his classwork, and 
his method is celebrated next 
month in a national journal. 
Here's an explanation even 
Homer can understand. Study 
statistics for very long and 
you'll come to know and love 
the term "regression analy- 
sis." Say you're doing a medi- 
cal study on high blood pres- 
sure, and you want to measure 
whether weight, doughnut and 
Duff Beer consumption can 
hasten l lomer's hypertension. 
Take all the results and 
graph them, and a regression 
analysis helps narrow down 
doughnuts or Dull as (he ke) 
variables. If the study is good, 
and the regression analysis is 
thorough, little dots should gel 
scattered all over the graph. 
Stefanski's twist: do the anal- 
ysis correctly, and the graph 
shows  a   picture   of   Homel 
working a math problem. Work 
il poorly: no I lomer. 
"I've done a lew others," 
Siclanski said. 'When \.(.. 
Stale upset Duke. I created an 
image thai had the Wolfpack 
image, score, and 'Congrats, 
Sidney." 
In  a  news release for  its 
May  journal.   I he  American 
Statistician raves, "I he con 
scientious student is rewarded 
with the amusing image al the 
end of his or her efforts ... the 
Student who does only a cur 
soi\ analysis is not." 
Fellow N.C. State statistics 
professor leff Thompson has 
already felt the reward. Earliei 
this year, Stefanski cooked up 
an analysis thai placed his pic- 
ture as the final punchline, So 
Thompson's students winked 
through ii and "up pops a pic- 
ture ol me," he said, h was 
nice. Il just adds a little bit ol 
humor 10 the class.... Usually, 
the winds "statistics" and 
"excitement" don't belong in 
i he same sentence." 
\ow they do. 
Penn State snuffs out smoking with bans 
By Ad.,m Smi-lli 
MCT 
STATE COLLEGE,   Pa.  —  A 
broad ban on public smoking 
indoors may be revolutionary 
for the borough of State College. 
Several borough council 
members are looking to make 
the town the fifth Pennsylvania 
municipality to outlaw smok- 
ing in enclosed public places, 
including bars. 
But on the adjacent Penn State 
campus, it's already life as usual. 
In fact, more than a decade 
since Penn State snuffed om 
smoking in classroom buildings, 
at leasi two regional campuses 
have taken their tobacco rules to 
anewleveL 
Since lanuary. the College ol 
Medicine In liershey. Pa., has 
prohibited smoking anywhere 
on the grounds     including in 
private vehicles and OUtdooi 
sidewalks. An exception applies 
to student housing. 
At the Lehigh Valley campus, 
smoking is confined to parking 
luis. Hun policy, enacted last 
semester, won support from 
nearly 75 percent of the student 
body there, according to a cam- 
pus survey, 
Brian Maura, the student- 
affairs director al Lehigh. said 
he's hopeful that Perm State 
administrators will adopt similar 
measures untversitywide, 
"However, we're realists," 
Mauro said this week. He expects 
opposition from people who see 
the policies as infringements on 
smoker rights, he said. 
Still,        the       20 niembei 
Commission for Substance 
Abuse Prevention, a univer- 
sitywide group is lobbying for 
tougher rules. 
MECCA 
Management Inc 
BOAT LOADS OF 
CHOICES... CHECK OUT 
OUR 
APARTMENT LISTING 
WWW.MECCABG.COM 
»fflS Coming home t|JP ■ ^^^^ 
for the summer? 
Get a head start 
for next year by 
taking classes at 
Sinclair! Most 
general education 
courses are 
transfer assured! 
OP "I just can't say how lucky I am to have made it." - Student Trey Perkins, who was in a classroom targeted by the Virginia Tech gunman. The shooter killed 52 people on the campus before turning the gun on himself, from Time.com. Wednesday. April 18.2007 4 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET  Are you going to see OAR. tonight? 
'I would, but I don't 
haveS25." 
ROBERT GIFFORO. 
Sophomofe, 
Telecommunications 
Discussing white 
privilege in America 
What most schools and universities fail to teach 
white students 
CONRAD PRITSCHER 
.ijt'.' COIUMNIST THE TOUGH QUESTIONS 
Questions to consider at your 
white privilege discussion: 
What would it take or what 
would have to happen in 
order for you to become 
noticeably more excited 
about reducing racial unfair- 
ness? 
What would you like to see 
happen about racism? 
What comment do you 
think most white people 
could profit from hearing on 
racism? 
What suggestions do you 
have that could help reduce 
racial injustice? 
First, left start with (briefly) 
what whites do know. [White 
ixiiplc lake the following for 
panted.) 
Asawhitepersoa lean 
arrange to lx' in the company 
ol people of my race most 
of [he lime. And ill decide 
to move, I can lx rather sum' 
of renting or purchasing a 
house or apartment in an area 
which I can afford and which 
I would want to live. 
I can. as a while, go shop 
ping alone most of the time 
ami lie rather assured that 
I will not be followed or 
hassled. I can find in news- 
papers people of my race widely represented, and the same occurs 
when I luni on a television set ITiis is not true for people of color in 
our society as mentioned l>y l"eggy Mclntosh in her article on white 
privilege, which am he found by < ioogling "Peggy Mclntosh." 
White people are rarely consciously oppressive. The society in 
which we were raised, including the schooling which trained us, can 
lead whites to conclude that people of color are disadvantaged when 
compared to whites in our society. 
Our training, however, has not allowed white people to see that 
whites are over-privileged when compared to people of color. 
Not long ago, a black person with a college degree earned less in 
his lifetime than a white person with a high school diploma. 
As result of my many years of leaching cultural diversity and deal- 
ing with race relations, I have concluded that white people, in order 
lo slop serious erosion of our freedom, need to intensity their will- 
ingness to discuss race niaiions with other white people. 
One of the topics could lx- whether or nol your white friends and 
neighbors agree that they have unacknowledged privileges as a 
result of their skin color. 
You might also ask your while friends and neighbors if they think 
racial unfairness would diminish more quickly if there were more 
discussions of while privilege. 
If we do not intensify our efforts to reduce racial unfairness, we 
could find painful experience in our future. General awareness is 
a problem for everyone, but white awareness of rare relations is in 
short supply. 
Should you decide to bring eight or more white friends to your 
home, dorm or apartment to discuss white privilege and should you 
wish to have a discussion leader present, I will be pleased to partici- 
|Xite if you place "white privilege" in the subject of an e-mail. 
If arranging a meeting with your while friends and neighbors 
is asking too much, please consider answering the following 
questions and e-mail your answers to me with "white privilege" 
In the subject area. 
If you are willing lo come to a meeting to discuss racism reduc- 
tion, please e-mail me. 
Comtajn a tferlWytyanafcritiJsitfoli 
GUESS WHAT? 
It's application time again at The BG News office, The Opinion Section is 
currently recruiting opinion columnists, political cartoonists, editors and 
assistant editors and a sex columnisL 
If you are interested in any of these positions you should come to 210 
West Hall and pick up an application. 
Opinion columnist hopefuls should attach a 600-800 word test column to 
their application. 
Candidates applying to be our new resident sex columnist should be 
mature, straight forward and able to generate at least 15 weeks worth of 
column material. 
NEED MORE INFORMATION? 
Contact current the Opinion Editor, Amanda Hoover at hoovama@bcjsu.edu. 
"No. I'm just not 
going." 
DANI DEUSCHLE. 
Freshman, Exercise 
Specialist 
"No, I keep hearing 
about it, but I don't 
know what it is." 
SHANNON SAMPLE. 
Junior. Middle Childhood 
Education 
MARIELWHITE    BCNEWSIUUSIRAIC* 
Virginia tragedy should make 
us think about how we live 
A world of change, that is what 
we live in. 
A world where headlines 
read, "Violence Erupts at 
Virginia Tech," or "Congressman 
Convicted of Sex Scandal." 
Where even deaths of American 
soldiers gets put onto the third, 
fourth or even the fifth page. 
1 low did we become so desen- 
sitized to all of these things, how 
have we become a culture that 
does not seem to care about 
what happens tomorrow? 
People are always saying, "Live 
in the now." I can understand 
why people would say that, life 
is too shon to worry about what 
is going to happen down the 
road. With so much uncertainty, 
it would be foolish not to "live in 
the now," you never know when 
another college shooting will 
happen, when terrorists will lash 
out again or when you might get 
hit by a car when you are walking 
to class. 
By living in the now, many 
people do not think about the 
"after now." Your choices do not 
always end up haunting you, but 
there are some that will. 
You may come to find that in a 
few years you have HIV, then you 
get to try and determine who you 
got it from. Was it that chick that 
you went out with for four years, 
or was i 11111c ■ 11M111 ■ I ! i;i i K111,11 
you slept with behind her back? 
lames Dean once said, "Dream 
as if you'll live forever, and live 
as if you'll die today." But one 
can ask, what is there to dream 
about?We must dream about 
what can be, what we can make 
of life, what we can do with what 
is given us. 
lust because there is no guar- 
antee that we will live to see 
tomorrow, it does not mean that 
we can do anything today. We 
need to think about tomorrow. 
See LIVE | Page 6 
"Yes, I really like the 
band. When I heard 
UAO was bringing 
them, I was really 
excited." 
JULIA LANGMAN. 
Freshman. English 
t* VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
H^ve your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com. 
' 
LETS TALK ABOUT SEX 
Oral sex: A blow 
blow account 
One tablespoon of liquid 
doesn't seem like a large 
amount unless you're talking 
about semen and it's in your 
mouth. 
1 have no problem with blow 
jobs, aka fellatio, but I've expe- 
rienced swallowing, spitting, 
being warned to get out of the 
way and of course using the act 
as foreplay only. 
Spitting and swallowing 
are my least favorite ways 
to end a session of oral sex. 
I either want to watch my 
partner climax or I want 
to get down to some more 
interesting fun where 1 get to 
a happy place, too. 
Regardless, the act of what 
to do with ejaculate, or even 
whether to participate in oral 
sex at all, is a personal decision. 
I chose to focus on blow jobs 
because I'm very biased when 
it comes to receiving oral sex, 
cunnilingus, and if I try and 
talk about it too long. I'll never 
get my column finished and 
my husband won't get to study 
for his test, so let's just say I'm 
all for it and move on. 
1 spent nearly an hour dis- 
cussing the subject of blow 
jobs with three freshmen, one 
homosexual male and two het- 
erosexual females, to see how 
they felt about it. 
Kevin Pence enjoys giv- 
ing and receiving blow jobs 
because of the amount of inti- 
macy involved. 
"I think it's more of a rum on 
for me because you have com- 
plete control of the person's 
body," Pence said. 
Sara McGuire has the oppo- 
site impression. 
"I just think it's awkward. 
You're using your mouth 
and you can't see them," 
McGuire said. 
Both bring up good points. 
It's difficult sometimes to 
maintain eye contact with 
a partner during oral sex, 
depending on the position, but 
sometimes that's not as impor- 
tant as the reactions received. 
For me, hearing my husband 
react is just as sensual as seeing 
his face, but people who prefer 
eye to eye contact may want to 
experiment with various posi- 
tions if oral sex is part of their 
relationship. 
It doesn't have to be, how- 
ever. 
Emma Boyers has no inten- 
tion of engaging in the practice 
unless she's met the person 
she wants to be with, and even 
then there is some hesitation. 
"I think if you're in a rela- 
tionship with someone and 
you discuss it, it's fine, but 
people take it too lightly," 
Boyers said. 
Pence, who has a Facebook 
page, agrees with that to 
an extent because of the 
YUMMY 
Here are some foods that can 
improve the taste of semen. 
■ Parsley 
■ Quality Alcohol 
■ Papaya 
■ Pineapple 
■ Apples 
■ Celery 
■ Spearmint 
■ Peppermint 
■ Water 
■ Fruit Juice 
Facebook option of'1 looking 
Up' when you choose why 
you're friends with someone, 
but doesn't think a blow job 
has to be present for a relation- 
ship to be good. 
"1 don't really care either 
way. Plus I think it's better 
if you really like the person 
because it's more than the 
physical. It's the emotional, 
too," Pence said. 
McGuire takes a more logical 
stance on why she doesn't see 
the necessity of blow jobs. 
"You're going to be swip- 
ing the germs anyway so you 
might as well go for the home 
run." McGuire said. 
Nobody can accuse McGuire 
of not speaking her mind. 
So how many germs should 
be swiped? 
While my husband and 1 use 
the act as foreplay. there are 
many couples who take the act 
to completion. 
What were the ideas regard- 
ing spitting or swallowing? 
At this point, Boyers was 
speechless, no doubt because 
I traumatized the poor girl, but 
Pence was unfazed. 
"1 guess for some people, if 
you spit it out, it's just a physi- 
cal thing, like you don't care," 
Pence said. 
He also points out he's not 
one of those people, as the 
choice is a completely personal 
one and has no influence on 
whether a person likes you or 
not just based on whether or 
not they'll swallow semen. 
But McGuire takes a bit 
stronger position on the sub- 
ject as her boldness asserts 
itself once more. 
"I just think it's gross. It tastes 
sick." McGuire said. 
Blunt and to the point. Who 
couldn't admire that? So we 
discussed ways to remedy the 
taste issue. 
There are certain foods 
that can be tried to see if 
there is a change in taste, but 
like body odor and breath, 
the taste of a man's semen 
varies individually. 
My husband drinks Coke 
and eats spicy food all the time 
and once I told him his semen 
was 'spicy' as well. He told a 
co-worker who proceeded to 
whisper "spicy food" when she 
walked by him. 
I suppose I could say some- 
thing about sharing too much 
information about our sex life 
See BLOW JOBS | Page 6 
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YOUR SUMMERS GOING TO BE SO BORING WITHOUT US. 
THIS WEEKS BAD JOKE 
O: How do you fix a broken pizza? 
A: You use tomato paste. Wednesday. April 18.2007 5 
Game putts Internet to good use 
Do you like pornography? Who 
doesn't?! Do you like golf? Of 
course not, because it's boring 
and it takes too damn long. 
But that doesn't matter, 
because Pom Golf is the newest 
game to reach campus, and it's 
becoming a fast hit. 
So what is this wonderful 
game? 
Surely with a name like Porn 
Golf, you're going to guess it's 
a drinking game. But believe it 
or not, Pom Golf is a game you 
can play in the comfort of your 
own home, in the classroom or 
even at work. And just like in 
real golf, you can play it with 
others, or if you prefer you can 
just play with yourself. 
To hilly understand the game 
of Pom Golf, I think it's impor- 
tant to understand the ele- 
ments compromising it. Pom, 
as we all know, is just another 
synonym for awesome. 
Golf, on the other hand, is 
much more complex, so allow 
me to elaborate. 
You may be familiar with golf 
as the sport where people in 
high school signed up for who 
were too un-athletic to play any 
real sports. 
However, if a golfer was tal- 
ented enough, it was possible 
to earn a varsity jacket - the real 
kind that indicates skill; not the 
kind the band kids wore and 
thought it made them fit in. 
Now that you're a little more 
familiar with Pom Golf, let's 
learn how it works. So without 
further ado, grab your club and 
start playing. 
Of course, the aforemen- 
tioned club is really a mouse 
- that's right, this game takes 
place in front of the computer. 
But before you tee off. we 
want to make sure the results 
aren't skewed at all, so it's a 
good idea to delete any previ- 
ous pom searches from your 
computer, which if you've ever 
3 CWBY JAMES HUMOR COLUMNIST 
been in 6th grade and used 
your parents' computer, is an 
activity you should be quite 
familiar with. 
Then you'll want to go to 
www.google.com and click on 
the image search. The next 
step is the most important one: 
TURN OFF IMAGK FILTERING! 
If you're not sure how to do 
this, just ask any guy you're 
sure is a virgin (hint: The Anime 
Club) - he's sure to know how 
to do it. After you've set up, it's 
time to tee off! 
1) To tee off, hole 1 starts 
with the letter A. Each person 
playing selects a non-sexual 
word beginning with A. Repeat 
words are not allowed, and 
the same word can't be used 
twice in multiple games. In this 
example we will use the words 
apple and apartment. 
2) After you've selected your 
words, look each of them up in 
the unfiltered Google Images 
search box. 
3) Keep an eye out for por- 
nographic material because 
that's what you're looking for. 
The first page where a naughty 
image appears is your score for 
the hole. 
There's a stroke limit of 10 (if 
there's nothing dirty by the first 
10 pages stop looking because 
you can't score worse than 10). 
In what would appear to 
be a triumph for the Internet 
(and Macintosh), the word 
apple turned up nothing por- 
nographic by the first 10 pages 
and slightly restored my faith in 
humanity. 
If I had selected apple I 
would have had a stroke/score 
of 10 for hole 1. However, apart- 
ment was delivering smut by 
page 2. Apartment scores a 2 
for the hole, fust like in real golf, 
the fewer strokes the better. 
4) Whoever had the lower 
score for the previous hole has 
honors for the next one and 
gets first swing at coming up 
with a word. 
In the event of a tie score on 
a hole, you can determine who 
has honors by counting which 
picture came up first on the 
page. (For example picture 5 on 
page 3 would have honors over 
picture 11 on page 3.) 
If both pictures are the exact . 
same, whoever had honors last 
hole keeps it. 
5) Move on to the next letter. 
In this case, we'd move to B and 
repeat the process. 
6) Continue this all the way 
to Z. Add up your score. The 
lowest score wins. Ties result 
in sudden death, starting hack 
with A. 
You have a basic idea of how 
the game works, but there are 
some additional rules: 
1) Blatantly pornographic 
words are illegal. 
2) Body parts and double 
entendrcs are not allowed. You 
can't look up bum and claim 
you're referring to a hobo. 
3) Pornography is however 
you define it anywhere from 
Victoria's Secret to I lustier, lust 
make sure you stay consistent 
with that definition for the 
whole game. 
4) Any religious icons (all 
religions: Buddha. Jesus, etc.) 
or self-improvement Web sites 
are a stroke penalty. However, 
since this is the Internet you 
probably won't run into these 
very often. 
5) Every classmate, co-work- 
er or party-goer you offend is a 
stroke penalty. 
Vt.W'. 
THE fto*> '  . nu o» t. 
JEFF ROOD 
WANT TO WORK FOR 
THE 
Co/by (qfadhebgsuedu) a finaly putting 
the Internet to good use 
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The dot over the letter 
'i' is called a tittle 
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Your ticket to dining on campus at: 
• University dining locations 
• Wendy's™ at the Union 
Also accepted at participating local restaurants. 
BG1 CARD...THE 1 CARD TO CARRY. 
For more information: http://BG 1Card.BGSU.edu 
Phone: 419.372.4127    Email: bg1card@bgsu.edu 
In person: BG1 Card Services Center, Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
BGSU. • On May «, BGSU will dlKontinue BKj Charge and buisanng. 
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LIVE 
From Page 4 
Wiih theworid in the state thai 
it is in today, we could Ix1 blind 
sided at any time, for any reason. 
by almost anyone. 
An e-mail that was sent out 
io the students yesterday; and 
a Statement displayed on the 
University main page reads. 
This incident has reminded 
us that everyone plays a part in 
keeping our campus safe and 
secure." 
Our eampiis, our country, 
our world. We eannol continue 
to stand idly l>y and watch the 
world no down the lubes. We are 
Supposed to lake an active role in 
what is going on. We need to not 
just think about ourselves. 
We need to look out at the 
world and make a difference. 
If we continue losil on the 
sidelines of lile. there will be 
more shootings like Virginia 
Tfech, there will be more wars. 
there will be more immorality, 
there w ill be more and more and 
more of the things that we do not 
want. 
I low did the world become so 
screwed up? Where did our mor- 
als go? 
When did the honest, hard- 
working student that does not go 
out and drink, that does not have 
sex and goes to hed at a midnight 
become a minority? 
I am not a perfect person by 
any Stretch of the imagination, 
nobody is, but do people not see 
what ibis kind of lifestyle can do 
lo them and their future? 
The attitude of living in the 
now is good, but there has to 
be a point when people need lo 
also rlinik about the future, think 
about the "after now." 
People need to think down 
the road; think about your future 
more than just a tew hours, days 
or weeks ahead. I low will this 
action affect you down the road? 
What kind of impact will this 
have on our future? 
The shooting at VT should 
make us think about what we are 
doing with our lives. 
This should make all of us 
think about what is going on in 
the world. Iteple need to take a 
more active role in this world. 
Take interest in what is going 
on around you. Take interest in 
being a good person, a moral 
person, a |xrson that people 
want to be like. You never know 
who may be looking up to you. 
A very wise man once told me 
that, "Nobility is more than being 
honest, hard working, it is Ix'ing 
a model for people to follow. It 
is being that which others will 
strive to be. Not in a self righ- 
teous way. but in a way that will 
make people think about who 
they are, what they are and what 
they are doing." 
live for today, but never forget 
tomorrow 
Send comments to Andrew Herman at 
hermanaQbgsuedu 
BLOW JOBS 
From Page 4 
at work, but who am I to talk? 
I finally drew the line, worried 
I'd start getting chronic heart- 
burn, and we enjoy oral sex more 
now as torcplay. 
liesidos watching the diet, the 
best thing a man can do is stay 
clean. 
Seriously, they're tucked into 
pants all day and with the walk- 
ing, I'm thinking the groin area 
gels pretty warm. (Teanliness is 
a sure way to gel a partner to noi 
wrinkle their nose at the option 
of a blow job. That would kill the 
mood pretty quickly. 
Hut make no mistake; oral sex 
clues noi need lo be present for a 
good sexual relationship. 
"I'm not going to do ii just to 
do it." lioyers said. 
Buyers also points out she's 
not going to be selfish, either. 
"II I'm not going to give il 
then I'm not going to take it," 
Hovers explains. 
Pence agreed dial a relation- 
ship can be sexually healthy 
without a blow job as part of the 
deal and doesn't understand why 
some people think oral sex isn't 
on the same level as vaginal or 
anal sex. 
"It's not safer by any means. I 
think too many people require 
it for a meaningful relationship," 
Pence said. 
In the end, all three agree there 
is too much pressure to engage 
in certain sexual acts and that 
everyone should he comfortable 
with the individual choices they 
make with their bodies. 
Do not have oral sex if 
one partner isn't excited by 
it. It can make the whole act 
seem strained and awkward. 
The physical pleasure will be 
enhanced if the person giving 
the blow job enjoys it as much as 
the person receiving it does. 
And guys, don't get all upset 
about the spit and swallow 
debate. It's nothing personal 
regarding your partner's feel- 
NOT SO YUMMY 
These foods are more likely to 
leave you with a bad raste in 
your mouth... no pun intended. 
■ Dairy products 
■ Red meat 
■ Fish 
■ Chocolate 
■ Asparagus 
■ Broccoli 
■ Spinach 
■ Coffee 
■ Onions 
■ Garlic 
■ Cabbage 
■ Brussel Sprouts 
ings for you. You get to have an 
orgasm. 
lust be happy with that and 
don't forget to return the favor 
in some way or the only mouth 
you'll have around you are the 
blow up ones. 
Send comments, questions and ideas to 
Chandra NileiYsiiatcniHeiv9bgsuedu 
COME IN AND SIGN A 
MECCA RESERVATION AGREEMENT 
TODAY AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A 
$25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO 
MYLES PIZZA!! 
Management Inc. 
$25.00 MYLES COUPON $25.00 MYLES COUPON 
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800 info@meccabg.com 
www.mcccabg.com 
*CERTA1N TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY' 
Shooting will resurrect gun control debate 
The shootings on the campus of 
Virginia Tech campus is nothing 
short of a tragedy. 
More than 30 people lost their 
lives, and this tragic shooting will 
bring gun control laws back into 
the spot light. 
This shooting will be used by 
many as a prime example for 
more gun control in this nation. 
Unfortunately, this tragedy is a 
shocking example of where our 
gun laws have gone wrong. 
Tighter gun control laws are 
meant to keep guns out of the 
hands of people that should not 
have them, and lo this extent the 
laws function property. 
But tighter gun control laws 
also prevent many people from 
carrying guns in their daily lives. 
Sadly criminals rarely follow 
the law and [josses weapons 
whether legally or not. 
The VI' shooting could have 
liad a drastically lower death 
toll, if laws were not written in 
a manner that prevented law 
abiding cili/ens from carrying 
firearms to certain locations. 
NAITIK WAS I GUEST COLUMNIST 
Virginia, like Ohio, has laws 
that allow lawful citizens to cany 
loaded firearms. But also like 
Ohio, Virginia puts restrictions 
on where people can carry their 
weapons 
Unfortunately for the people 
on the campus olVf, public and 
private universities are on the list 
of places that law abiding citi- 
zens cannot carry a weapon. 
In lanuary of last year the 
Virginia I louse had the ability to 
\iile on a law that would make it 
legal for citizens to cany guns on 
college campuses, the bill did not 
even make it out of a committee 
hearing 
vr spokesman Larry Hincker 
was happy to hear the bill was 
defeated. Tin sure the university 
community is appreciative of 
the (ieneral Assembly's actions 
Ixvausc this will help parents, 
students, faculty and visitors feel 
safe on our campus.'' Monday's 
shooting shows just how deadly 
this reasoning can be. 
If someone on the campus 
was legally carrying a firearm 
that day, there could have been a 
much better outcome, and there 
would have been the op|x>r- 
tunity for someone to stop the 
shooter before he killed 32 inno- 
cent people. 
Shootings are always a tragedy 
no matter what the outcome, but 
massacres like the VI' shooting 
could have had a much different 
outcome if someone was only 
carrying a firearm dial day. 
This incident should be a 
wake-up call lo both our state 
and federal government when 
they arc crafting the gun laws of 
our nation. 
Tighter gun control laws only 
keep guns out of the hands of 
responsible gun owners; crimi- 
nals will continue to possess gun 
and use them in crimes regard 
less of the law. 
N*£ tymeaXMBGSUakitrus. 
v/asGbgsuedu 
Ejecl Disk HL* 
Erase Disk 
Sleep 
Restart 
Shut Down 
DO 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Funding cut shouldn't 
surprise Republicans 
College Republican Dan I.ipian 
might want to consider a career 
in ironic comedy. 
After using $12,000 in student 
fee money (out of S2B.000 total) 
to pay Ted Nugent to tell us 
about how people on welfare 
are stealing from taxpayers, 
I.ipian is complaining that his 
group only gets $5,2(10 of our 
money this year. 
That's funny stuff! 
Even better than those "you 
know Ann Coulter is hot" flyers 
from last semester. 
Don't worry College 
Republicans. I'm sure some 
wealt Ity RNC benefactor will 
keep you well supplied in hilari- 
ous flyers to blanket over the 
event announcements of the 
undeserving campus groups 
who took "your" money. 
—Micluiel Lupro, Graduate 
Student, American Culture 
Studies, mluproQbgMedu. 
le pool and hot tub 
state-of-the-art computer center 
fitness room and billiards room 
1
 basketball and sand volleyball court 
24 hour emergency maintenance 
on site management 
" free ultra bulb tanning 
washer and dryer in every unit 
- individual leasing by the bedroom 
• microwave, dishwasher & disposal 
furnished apartments available 
free ethernet in each bedroom 
The Enolaue 
706 Napoleon Road     Bowling Green, OH     419.353.5100 
collegeparkLJeb.csm i a tour, sign a lease.   ^^itu^ ^ 
Banquet Servers: Full or part-time, work when it fits 
your schedule. 
Banquet Captains: Full or part-time positions available 
Lead Servers: Full or part-time positions available 
Applicants must have friendly, professional attitude with the 
ability to work in a team atmosphere devoted to excellent service! 
WE OFFER FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES AND VERY COMPETITIVE WAGES! 
For more information call 1-800-636-8771 and ask for Human Resources. 
EXECUTIVE CATERERS AT LANDERHAVEN 
6111 Landerhaven Dr. Cleveland, OH 44124 
GRADUATE 
STUDENT HOUSING 
Historic Millikin 
—— HOTEL ^—^— 
• Central downtown location 
• Unfurnished 
• On-site laundry 
• Air conditioned 
• Remodeled units 
• 2 story loft style 
apartments available 
• Efficiences start at 
S345/mo + electric 
• One Bedrooms start at 
$400/mo + electric 
Summit Street 
— APARTMENTS — 
• Furnished 
■ Air Conditioned 
• On-site laundry 
• 2 blocks from campus 
• Efficiences 
S315/mo + electric 
• One Bedroom Apts. 
$400/mo + electric 
445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green,OH 43402 • 352-0717 
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We support your dreams. 
You've always been told that you can do whatever you want in life. But it 
isn't always that easy, is it? Sometimes, you need a little help. And you 
can find it at UPS. Through our Earn and Learn® Program, you can work 
3 to 5 hours a day and make as much as $23,000* in college education 
assistance. Putting you one step closer to living your dreams. 
Apply online at www.upsjobs.com 
WHAT CAN BROWN DO FOR YOU? 
The UPS 
EARNAND 
LEARN 
Program 
Get up to $23,000* 
in College Education 
Assistance. 
Part-Time Package Handlers 
• $8.50 an hour, with increases of 50C after 
90 days & 50C at one year 
• Full Medical Benefits 
• Weekly Paychecks 
• Weekends & Holidays Off 
• Paid Vacations 
• Consistent Work Schedules 
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Jim Morrison may be pardoned 
nearly 29 years after crime 
By Brendan Farrington 
The Associated Press 
GAINESVILLE, Ha. — Gov. 
t 1 i.i 11 it - Crist just finished try- 
ing to save the world with rock 
star Sheryl (TOW when his 
attention turned to whether 
he should help grant former 
Doors singer |im Morrison a 
posthumous pardon. 
After a rally with Grow at the 
University of Florida on Monday 
to stop global wanning. Grist 
got on a plane for the capital 
and seemed lost in thought. He 
then turned and said he is seri- 
ously thinking about pardoning 
Morrison's 1970 indecent expo- 
sure and profanity convictions 
stemming from a Miami con- 
cert the year before. An Ohioan 
asked Crist to consider a pardon 
for Morrison. 
"He died when he was 27. 
That's really a kid. when you 
think about it. and obviously 
he was having some challenges. 
There's some dispute about how 
solid the case was," Grist said. 
The arrest generated a lot of 
attention at the time and is still 
a part of the Morrison legend. 
I le was drunk at the ci mcert and 
police said he exposed himself 
which Morrison denied. 
Doors keyboardist Hay 
Man/arek said yesterday that 
APFllE PHOTO 
FRONT MAN: Jim Morrison was the 
lead singer ol The Doors and was notori- 
ous for many of his onstage acts and 
performances 
he never saw Morrison expose 
himself. 
"He taunted the audience. 
'I'm going to show you! I'm 
going to show it to you!' Then 
he took his shin off, held it in 
front of him like a bullfighter's 
cape, wiggled it around as if 
there was something going on 
behind it," Manzarek said, add- 
ing that he pulled the shirt away 
quickly and returned it a couple 
of limes. 
Man/arek  said  there were 
more than 100 photos entered 
into evidence and not one 
showed Morrison's genitals. 
He did curse repeatedly at the 
concert, though, in a rant that 
was at times sexual. 
"My goodness — he didn't say 
a word that I don't hear now 
on television. It's a rock and roll 
concert," Manzarek said. "He 
was doing a rant for love and 
peace." 
Morrison appealed the con- 
victions, but was found dead in 
a Paris bathtub before it could 
be heard. 
"Trying to clear his name and 
then he dies. If you have a heart 
pounding in your chest, that 
has to tug at you a little bit. It 
should," Grist said. 
Dayton, Ohio, resident Dave 
Diamond brought the issue to 
Grist's attention last month. 
Diamond wrote Grist and said 
there were no photos or video 
that could prove the case, and 
no witnesses who could say 
with 100 percent certainty that 
Morrison exposed himself. 
As for the profanity charge, 
Diamond pointed out that New 
York Gov. George Pataki par- 
doned comedian l.enny Bruce 
of an obscenity charge nearly 
four decades after his death, and 
that Morrison was at a rock con- 
cert, not a church. 
PASSION 
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Zoffel's presentation was 
called "Accounting for student 
voice within critical commu- 
nication pedagogy: An ethno- 
methndological exploration of 
student perceptions and expec- 
tations." Schmitt's presentation 
researched the "Understanding 
Detroit Hock City through Oral 
History 1965-2000." 
The presentation on how stu- 
dents develop their identities 
and sense of student community 
came to Zoffel when having lunch 
with adviser John Warren. He had 
an eye-opening experience when 
Warren said to him, you don't get 
to claim student anymore. This 
started his research on finding 
out who he was and the uncover- 
ing of how students describe and 
define themselves. 
Focus groups are one form 
of research that Zoffel uses. 
The focus groups help partici- 
pants explore their views and to 
look for methods people use to 
accomplish their everyday lives, 
said Zoffel. 
Zoffel went on to present the 
stniggles students are facing He 
ended his portion of the presen- 
tation by giving the audience 
questions to think about from an 
educator's stand point. 
The second portion of yes- 
terday's event was presented 
by Schmitt and the under- 
standing of what is going on in 
Detroit music. 
Schmitt chose this topic 
because of the availability to 
many contacts through working 
for Adantic Records for four years 
and owning his own recording 
studio as well as his deep passion 
for music. 
"It is so cool he has such a pas- 
sion for it... And he can channel 
it into something that ran have 
a scholarly value and interesting 
for people not in academics," said 
lames Foust, associate professor 
and Schmitt's adviser. 
Schmitt started off by showing 
a video which displayed clips of 
established musicians from the 
t)etroit area while playing their 
music in the background. He 
then shared the fallacies within 
the music industry specifically in 
Detroit along with truths found in 
Detroit. Schmitt also discussed in 
his research the uniqueness of the 
music industry, rock artists and 
musical oudets in Detroit. 
In order to find the answers to 
all of these questions, Schmitt 
conducted many interviews. 
These interviews included many 
people from the Detroit music 
industry as well as those knowl- 
edgeable about the Detroit 
economy. 
Russ Gibbs, owner of the 
Grande Ballroom and media 
mogul, Dan Carlysle, a famous D) 
of the 1960s, John Gallagher, busi- 
ness and economic columnist for 
the Detroit Free Press, Ted Nugent 
and Kid Rock are just a few names 
on the list of interviews. 
From those interviews, Schmitt 
has been able to make a few con- 
clusions about Detroit music, 
including there are black heritage, 
southern and middle-class life- 
style influences. These occurred 
because of Detroit's competitive 
nature through Battle of the Bands 
and Detroit suburbanization. 
"Detroit suburbanization is a 
key ingredient to the unparalleled 
amount of success," Schmitt said. 
DONATE 
OAR 
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to perform on campus is a long 
and extensive task. 
UAO works with the mar- 
keting and research depart- 
ments to create a survey to 
distribute to around 300 stu- 
dents in diverse classes to 
find out what types of hands 
and musicians they would 
like to see, Davis said. 
"We then compile a list of five 
performers front the surveys and 
use a middle agent to try and 
book a performer who is suit- 
able for campus, is in our price 
range and available," Davis said. 
The list of five performers 
often has musicians from all 
styles of music. 
"UAO really wants to reach 
more students and get what 
they want to see," Davis said. 
Preparation has already begun 
on events for next fall, the rev- 
enue from the OAR. concert 
will go into planning for next 
fall's events and 2008's Dance 
Marathon. 
Tonight's concert is the last 
big UAO sponsored event for the 
year. Weekly free movies at the 
Union and Pub events will con- 
tinue throughout the remainder 
of the year, 
"Our big concert is usually 
held at the beginning of the year, 
but because of scheduling and 
planning, we decided to have 
die concert in the spring instead 
of the fall," Davis said. 
Past UAO concerts 
2001-2002: OAR. 
20O2-2OOI: Ludacns 
2003-2004: Black Eyed Peas 
2004-2005: Jason Mraz 
2005-2006: Dashboard 
Confessional 
Shedron thinks that die per- 
formance is perfectly timed. 
"It's a good end of the year 
event, it's a chance for everyone 
to relax and rock out," Shedron 
said. 
O.A.R. will be taking the 
stage around 9:15 after their 
opening act, I.udo, performs at 
8 tonight. 
Tickets can be still be pur- 
chased at the information desk 
in the Union today for $25. 
From 
ishable items ranging from futon 
mattresses to half bottles of deter- 
gent," said lessica Falgner. senior. 
"The items don't have to be brand 
new." 
I lennessy said this program is 
acceptingall usable items because 
people in need can use them. 
"There is a need in the commu- 
nity and this program fulfills this 
goal of helping others," Hennessy 
said. 
After the items are sorted at the 
I larshman community room, 
agencies — such as American 
Red Gross, BG Christian Food 
Pantry, Shelter for Women in 
Transition, Martha's Kitchen, 
Goodwill. Habitat for Humanity 
and Rural Opportunities — pick 
up the needed items for their 
organization. 
Also, Hennessy said the pro- 
gram has two goals this year, to 
involve many students as dona- 
tors and volunteers and to collect 
more items than last year. 
Falgner has been part of the 
program since her freshman year 
and now is on the steering com- 
mittee with six other students. 
"I got involved in this program 
as a freshman when I was living 
at Harshman," Falgner said. "My 
RA was part of the program and 
she asked me to help her to sort 
through the donated items and I 
fell in love with it." 
Falgner said the overall goal 
for the program is to collect as 
much stuff from the snidents as 
possible. 
"After die items are collected 
we take them to the Harshman 
community room, and then we 
have volunteers to sort through 
the items," Falgner said. "Then 
die agencies come and pick up 
what they need for their organiza- 
tion, shelter or center for free," 
The popular items that are 
donated the most are ramen 
noodles, clothes, shoes, school 
supplies and books that can't be 
sold back, Falgner said. 
But this year the program is 
pushing for furniture because a 
lot of agencies need it for their 
clientele such as the battered 
women shelter, Falgner said. 
Tom Bethany, junior, said he 
would be volunteering this year 
because of the program doing a 
great service for the surrounding 
areas and residents. 
"1 think students should donate 
die things that they don't want 
anymore because the things that 
aren't important to them could be 
important to the people in need," 
Bethany said. 
Falgner said she volunteers to 
help die program so she can give 
lwck 
"1 don't have money, but 1 can 
give the time," liilgner said. "Also 
it's fun to see how much stuff we 
can collect and driving in the golf 
carts around campus to pick up 
the items." 
Falgner said anyone can vol- 
unteer by contacting the Office of 
Residence Life by phone or e-mail 
to help with picking up and sort- 
ing through the items everyday 
until May 6. 
But this program has many 
organizations that assist the pro- 
gram to succeed. 
"This program is a collabora- 
tive effort and we get a lot of help." 
Hennessy said. "Facility service 
gives us plastic bags and barrels 
for us to store die items in; Kroger 
donates the boxes that we place 
in the buildings; recreational 
spons let us use their vans to pick 
up the items; and the University 
Bookstore donates boxes of cloth- 
ing and textbooks since we have 
started this program." 
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"TIE 
//THESE GUYS WEAR THEIR 
LIVES ON THEIR SLEEVES// 
FRUSTRATION / PASSION / 
ANGER/RAGE/INTENSITY/ 
HOPE/LOVE//FEEL IT FOR 
YOURSELF// 
mm 
v<* 
tm-      //CAPTURE THE TRUE 
F ESSENCE OF ALOHA/THE 
HEARTBEAT OF POLYNESIA// 
LIKE AN OCEAN WIND SONG 
AND DANCE TAKE YOU TO A 
PLACE OF INTENSE BEAUTY // 
// SOME OF THE STRONGEST 
ATHLETES IN THE WORLD // TAKE ON 
SOME OF THE TOUGHEST ELEMENTS // 
STEEL / BRICK / CONCRETE // FACING 
LIFE'S TOUGH ISSUES HEAD ON // 
4*rf 2rf<ar*w^fc rsa**\ i 
II URBAN DANCING / BREAKING / 
SKATING/BMX//INDUSTRIALISED 
MUSIC & LIVE DJ'S // LEAVES THE CROWD 
RESONATING WITH A FIERCE DRIVE FOR 
LIFE // FRESH ARTISTS BRINGING RAW 
TRUTH INTO THE CHAOS OF REALITY// 
ANDERSON ARENA • April 19 - 22 07 
Thursday April 19th 7pm Team Xtreme International 
Friday April 20th 7pm Death & Desire 
Saturday April 21st 7pm GX International 
Sunday April 22nd Hpm Island Breeze 
sponsored by local individuals, businesses, and churches 
www.impactBG.org 
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SIDELINES 
SOFTBALL 
Falcons use bats to 
extend win streak 
to 10 games 
The BG (25-6) Softball team 
continued its winning ways, 
sweeping a doubleheader 
against Detroit Mercy (9-20) 
at Detroit's Buysee Ballpark 
yesterday. A full story will be 
available in tomorrow's issue 
of The BG News. 
TODAY 
Baseball: 
vs. Toledo; 5 p.m. 
OUR CALL 
On the way up 
Tim Duncan: How untouch- 
able is this guy? 
He gets tossed 
from a game for 
the second time in his career 
and the ref who throws him 
out is suspended for the 
season. Don't' mess with 
Timmy D. 
On the way down 
Vince Young: The star 
quarterback will 
be featured on the 
cover of Madden 
'08. which of course will 
mean future struggles and 
his ultimate failure as an NFL 
quarterback. 
The List 
Courtesy of thewadeblogs 
and in honor of tax season, 
we bring to you the top five 
tax evading athletes of all 
time: 
I.Pete Rose: Hes been 
to court, collections and 
prison, but still the Hall of 
Fame alludes him. 
2. Darryl 
Strawberry: Failed to 
account for money earned 
at card signings and special 
appearances. Apparently. 
Darryl thought if he spent 
the money on drugs within 
24 hours, it was not income. 
3.0. J. Simpson: The 
juice got squeezed for $700 
thousand a decade ago. "If I 
was going to evade my taxes, 
this is how I'd do it ..." 
4. Lawrence Taylor: 
After failing to file his taxes. 
LT got slapped with three 
months house arrest, five 
years probation and 500 
hours of community service. 
5. Barry Bonds: 
Bonds was able to escape his 
tax evasion charges without 
indictment because of a lack 
of concrete evidence. It's 
getting hard to find evidence 
for anything against Bonds 
these days. 
.  •  " 
Flyers top Falcons in 12 
BG's comeback comes 
short after falling 
behind 7-0 early 
By Chris Voloschuk 
Reporter 
Oh, the one that got away. 
In a game that at the start looked like a 
potential slugfest, a pitcher's duel broke 
out, with the BCI baseball team (14-20, 
2-10) losing a close one to Dayton (16- 
19.5-71,9-8, in the 12th inning. 
BG took the field for the game look- 
ing a little younger than usual. Coach 
Danny Schmitz opted to sit his seniors 
in order to play some of the underclass- 
men.Theiroutput throughout thegame 
was a good sign. 
"The effort was there," Schmitz said. 
"We played a lot of young guys today. 
I thought they brought some energy. 
They swung the bats because the vet- 
erans haven't been swinging the bats, 
so I was proud of all the young kids that 
got in today — I thought they did a real 
good job." 
Kevin Leady (0-2) took the mound 
for the Falcons, and got off to a rough 
start. The first inning saw Dayton short- 
stop Michael Massa hit the first pitch 
of the game for a triple. Catcher Scott 
Dunwoody hit next and drove in Massa 
with a double to the right field corner. 
The first inning hit parade would con- 
tinue, with the next four hitters reaching 
base safely, giving the Flyers a 4-0 lead. 
With no outs in the inning, BG coach 
Danny Schmitz went to the bullpen and 
brought in right-hander Matt Walters, 
who with runners on the comers threw 
two wild pitches, allowing another run 
to score. After a sacrifice fly to score 
another run and a two-out walk. Massa 
came up and hit his second triple of the 
inning, driving the score up to 7-0. 
The BG bats would answer in the 
first, though, as second baseman Ixigan 
Meisler led off by doubling to right- 
center. Right fielder Mark Galvin then 
singled to left-center to drive in the 
BASEBALL 
KEY PERFORMERS 
POINT: Falcon DH Brandon McFarland 
went 3-5 with 3 RBI for the game. 
POINT: UD shortstop Michael Massa 
became the first Dayton player, and only 
the eighth player in Division I history to hit 
two triples in the first inning of a game. 
JORDAN ROWER 
SNEAKY. SNEAKY: BG's Brian Hangbeis (41) watches the batter while a Dayton runner extends his lead-off of first 
base yesterday afternoon in BG's 9-8 loss at Stellar field. 
TALE OF TWO PITCHERS 
POINT: BG starter Kevin Leady's 
statline: 00 ip. 5 hits. 6 e 
POINT: BG relievers Brett Browning 
and Corey Weiland's combined stat 
line: 10 ip. 1 hit. 0 er. 7 k. 
GAME NOTES 
POINT: The first six Dayton batters 
of the game reached base safely. 
POINT: Not a single senior started 
the game for the Falcons for the first 
time all season. 
Browns' choice 
with No. 3 pick 
still a mystery 
By Tom Withers 
The Associated Press 
BF.RFA Ohio — Dressed in a 
dark sport coat inscribed with 
"BROWNS" on the right breast 
pocket, Cleveland general man- 
ager Phil Savage kept his plans 
for the upcoming NIT. draft 
dose to the metaphorical vest. 
Seated at a poker table, Savage 
would be a tough guy to read. 
Preparing for his third — and 
most vital — draft as Cleveland's 
GM, Savage revealed little about 
what he might do with the No. 3 
overall pick. Duringa 1-hour, 20- 
minute news conference, Savage 
was careful not to tip his hand. 
Will the Browns trade up? 
Possibly. 
Will the Browns trade down? 
Maybe. 
Will the Browns stay put? 
Might. 
About the only thing Savage 
made clear was that if the 
Browns decide to stay in the 
third slot, they'll chose from a 
group of five players who have 
become the consensus cream of 
this year's draft crop. 
The Fab Five consists of quar- 
terbacks laMarcusRussellofLSU 
and Brady Quinn of Not re Dame, 
wide receiver Galvin lohnson of 
Georgia Tech, offensive tackle 
)oe Thomas of Wisconsin and 
running back Adrian Peterson 
of Oklahoma. All are considered 
cant-miss prospects by draft 
gurus, scouts and front-office 
types. 
"As it sits today, if nothing 
were to happen, we're going to 
get one of those five players," 
he said. "How that shakes out, I 
don't think we'll know that until 
draft day, specifically once we 
go on the clock." 
This year's draft holds more 
intrigue than many in recent 
histiirv. primarily because of the 
uncertainty at the top. Oakland 
owns the No. 1 pick but it's still 
unclear which way the Raiders 
are leaning. At No. 2 sits Detroit, 
and as GM Matt Millen has 
shown in past drafts, guessing 
what the l.ions will do is next to 
impossible. 
The Browns are followed by 
Tampa Bay and Arizona. All five 
teams have different needs and 
may go different routes to fill 
See DRAFT | Page 10 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK | ALLISON VALLAS 
Vallas amidst career season 
By Andrew Harrier 
Reporter 
After a strong week of play, 
junior BG softball player Allison 
Vallas was recognized by the 
Mid-American Conference as 
the Player of the Week. 
"I just want to keep playing 
my game," Vallas said. "As long 
as we are winning, I am happy." 
Vallas went 5-for-10 last week 
with three doubles and two 
home runs. Her 14 total bases 
and .683 on base percentage led 
the team for the week. Her best 
game was on Saturday against 
Allison 
Vallas 
Hitting .483 in 
MAC play with 30 
RBIs this season 
Ball State when she went 3-for-3 
with a home run and two dou- 
bles. 
On the season, Vallas is hit- 
ting .395, including .483 in MAC 
play. I ler .791 slugging percent- 
age and 30 RBIs lead the team 
as well. 
"She isoneof those people that 
I am glad 1 play with instead of 
against," said teammate Hayley 
Wiemer. "She deserves all the 
credit that she has been given." 
The BG record books are being 
rewritten by Vallas this year. Her 
eight home runs lead the team, 
which has tied the single season 
team record, and put her third 
on the all-time individual sea- 
son record list. She is now also 
tied for fourth place of the indi- 
vidual career home run record 
list with 15. 
"It feels so great just to be 
See VALLAS | Page 10 
Red-hot Rodriguez guides Yankees past Indians 
By Mill* Fitipetrlck 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Alex Rodriguez 
and the rest of the New York 
Yankees' sluggers made Chase 
Wright an easy winner in his big 
league debut. 
Rodriguez hit his major 
league-leading eighth home 
run, and Jorge Posada and Doug 
Mientkiewicz also connected in 
the second inning off an inef- 
fective lake Westbrook to power 
New York past the Cleveland 
Indians 10-3 Tuesday night. 
Posada, who hit his 200th 
career homer, and Rodriguez 
each had three RBIs to help the 
Yankees (6-6) take the opener 
of a three-game series. They 
bounced back from a stunning 
loss in Oakland on Sunday, when 
See INDIANS | Page 10 
Cavs keep No. 2 seed 
hopes alive, beat 76ers 
By Dan Gelslon 
The Associated Press 
PHILADELPHIA - Larry 
1 lughes scored 22 points and 
LeBron lames had 18 to lead 
Cleveland to a 98-92 win over 
the Philadelphia 76ers last 
night, keeping the Cavaliers 
alive for the second seed in 
the Eastern Conference. 
The Cavaliers could move 
up to No. 2 if they beat 
Milwaukee tonight and New 
Jersey beats Chicago, also 
tonight. If they play like this 
against the Bucks, they'll 
surely be counting on the 
Nets to win and bump them 
up in the playoff race. 
"I want more," Cavs coach 
Mike Brown said before the 
game. 
MJStY KENNEDY    APPH0I0 
HEADS UP: Cleveland Cavaliers' Larry 
Hughes (52) stops Philadelphia 76ers' 
Andre Miller dom getting a shot off as he 
fouls him in the second half of their basket- 
ball game last night. 
KMHYWIllENS    THE B0 NEWS 
HIGH-FIVE: Yankees' Alex Rodriguez, right, trades high fives with Bobby Abreu who 
scored on Rodriugez' two-run home run off Indians pitcher Jake Westbrook last night. 
One of Ohio's top high school 
players commits to MSU 
CLEVELAND — Lakewood St. 
Edward junior forward Delvon 
Roe, one of the nation's top 
high school prospects, has 
made an oral commitment to 
play at Michigan State. 
Roe, who led the Eagles to a 
25-1 record this season, chose 
playing for the Spartans and in 
the Big 10 over North Carolina. 
"I just love everything about 
Michigan State," he said in a 
phone interview. "I was lean- 
ing toward North Carolina, but 
it's 11 hours away and I real- 
ized that everything I wanted 
was just three hours away in 
East Lansing." 
The 6-foot-8,215-pound Roc 
made his announcement at 
a news conference inside St. 
Ed's gym along with some of 
his teammates. He informed 
Michigan State coach Tom 
Izzo of his choice last week, 
but kept his decision a secret 
until his school returned from 
spring break. 
"I'm relieved that it'sover." he 
said. "It's been a good process, 
but at times it's been tough and 
draining." 
1 
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them. 
"I think any of the five could 
go any direction," Savage said. 
"It's going 10lx' fun to sec how it 
turns out." 
Of tlic top live players, lohnson 
is the only one yet to visit the 
Browns, who expect to host him 
sometime later this week. 
I his is the second time in 
three \ears, and the fifth lime 
since 1999, thai the Itrowns have 
picked in the top three. Two years 
ago. the i lull nabbed wide receiv- 
er Braylon lidwards third overall. 
Savage said this year's elite 
group of players is better than 
the one he had to chose from in 
200."). 
"We'll see how history plays 
itself out, hut I do think this is 
a stronger top ."> than two years 
ago. You hear that last year 
Brady Quinn would have been 
the fourth quarterback taken. 
Maybe. Maybe not. In '05, he 
might have been llielirsl player 
taken. I do think this might he a 
little more spectacular top 5." 
While the Browns ploi their 
own draft board, they're trying 
to be prepared for the many sce- 
narios thai could pop up when 
commissioner Roger (ioudcll 
informs the Haiders thai their l"i 
minutes of fame have arrived. 
Savage doesnl have a solid 
led for wh.ii the black-and-sflver 
Intend to do I le& guessing thej II 
loco- on Kussell and Quinn or 
maybe lohnson, widely consul 
ered the best player in this year's 
class. 
"Or they might trade mil," slid 
Savage, who was asked if the 
Raiders and lions might be agree- 
able to dealing with the Browns. 
"I would say thai they are will- 
ing lo listen. We're willing to listen. 
too. One of the (IMS e mailed me 
yesterday and I said thai we were 
open for anything. I think that's 
pun of the process right now." 
Savage spent a portion of the 
ncus conference gushing about 
lohnson, the 6-foot-5 freakishly 
last wideoul who dazzled scouts 
by bBtng timed in 435 seconds 
iti tin- 40-yard dash at the Nil 
combine. 
Savage also noted Inhnson's ver- 
tical jump (42.5 inches) and broad 
jump 111 -foot -71 before listing rea- 
sons win the Browns might pick 
him. 
BONH* MCWIIUAM    ' 
RUNG UP: Spurs guard Tony Parkei (9) looks down as refaee Joey Crawford makes a call in a game against Dallas. 
NBA official Crawford suspended 
By Brian Mahonay 
The Associated Press 
NEW MIRK - |oe> Crawford 
is done ejecting players and 
coaches ibis season. Yesterday, 
he was the one getting tossed. 
The veteran NBA referee was 
suspended indefinitely by com- 
missioner I laud Stern for his 
conduct toward Tim Duncan, 
who contends the official chal- 
lenged him to a fight during a 
"... he must be held 
accountable for his 
actions on the floor..." 
David Stern | NBA Commissioner 
game in Dallas. 
Crawford has worked more 
postseason games than any 
active rcf. His suspension will 
last at least through the NBA 
finals and he will have to apply 
for reinstatement afterward. 
"Especially in light of similar 
prior acts by this official, a sig- 
nificant suspension is warrant- 
ed," Stern said in a statement. 
"Although loey is consistently 
rated as one of our top referees, 
he must be held accountable for 
his actions on the floor, and we 
will have further discussions 
with him following the season 
to be sure he understands his 
responsibilities." 
BASEBALL 
From Page 9 
Falcons' first run of the game. 
The momentum of the first two 
al hats would continue, as a hil- 
by-pitch, a double, two singles 
and a force play would help the 
falcons cut the lead to 7 1 alter 
the first inning. 
After giving up a run in the 
lop of the second. BO would 
strike again in the bottom ball 
of the inning. Meislei aiuKlalvin 
both singled, and with one out 
in the Inning, designated bitter 
Brandon Mclarland doubled lo 
riglil center field and drove in 
both runners. Alter Iwo innings, 
a slugfest was in the works at 
8-6 
But something changed alter 
the second, and the bats for 
both learns r ooled down foi the 
rest of the game. Pitchers Bren 
Browning and Corey Weiland 
both came on in relief for BG 
and tossed live shulout innings 
a piece. R)t Dayton, Cale Ort. 
Phil Ernst Alex Dye and Lucas 
l-arden pitched II combined 
innings and give up only one 
earned mil. 
B(i scored another run in 
the bottom Of the sixth when 
Mclarland singled to right, scor- 
ing Meisler from third. Dayton 
was now holding on to a slim 
8-7 lead. 
In the bottom of the eighth, 
Catcher Travis Owens reached 
base on an enor, got to second 
on a sacrifice bunt by Meisler. 
made il lo third on a passed ball 
and finally scored the tying run 
of the game on a Marry Baird 
single lo right. At 8-8. it was a 
brand new ballgame. 
After a scoreless ninth, the 
game went into extra innings. 
The 12th inning proved to lie the 
last of the game, as I )ayton pinch 
runner Frank Tedesco scored on 
a Michael DeLuca single to cen- 
ter. The Falcons couldn't answer, 
andtheoflensivedisplay-tunicd- 
pitcher's duel ended with Dayton 
winning 9-8. 
Even though the final score 
didn't work in BG's favor, the 
game that just got away showed 
some positive signs 
"It's quite obvious we didn't get 
off to a good stan," Schmitz said. 
"But I was very proud of what 
our bullpen did after that with 
Brett Browning coming in and 
holding the fort and then Corey 
Weiland came in and pitched 
outstanding. They just scratched 
a mn across in the 12th. 
"We didn't quit, we tied the 
score in the eighth inning which 
was good, but we had some 
chances to win the game in extra 
innings." 
BG will aim to get back into 
the win column this afternoon 
when Toledo comes to town for 
a 3 p.m. game at Stellar Field. 
Group sues U of mover 
handicap access in stadium 
DETROIT |AP) — A disabled 
veterans group sued the 
University of Michigan yester- 
day, saying therearen't enough 
spaces for wheelchair users at 
Michigan Stadium, one of the 
largest football stadiums in the 
country. 
The federal lawsuit, filed 
by the Michigan Paralyzed 
Veterans of America, claims 
university officials are inten- 
tionally sidestepping the 
rules of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. 
A $226 million renovation 
is planned for the 107,000-seat 
stadium, which currently has 
90 wheelchair-accessible seats. 
The schools says the renova- 
tion work will increase that to 
282 seats, but the suit argues 
that about 1,000 wheelchair- 
accessible seats are required. 
"It'sextremelydisappointing 
that it had to come to this," said 
Richard Bernstein, attorney for 
the plaintiffs. 
Michigan spokeswoman 
kelly Cunningham said that 
although university officials 
had not reviewed the lawsuit, 
the ongoing renovation meets 
ADA standards. 
"The university is very con- 
cerned with providing acces- 
sible seats to all of our fans." 
Cunningham said. Currently. 
53 season I icket holders request 
wheelchair-accessible seating, 
Cunningham said. 
Michigan Stadium was built 
in 1927 and expanded several 
times over the years. 
VALLAS 
From Page 9 
mentioned in the same cat- 
egory as some of the greatest 
players in BG Softball history." 
Vallas said. 
"It's a tribute to her hard 
work and her teammates.'' said 
BG coach Shannon Salsbutg. 
"You have to have people on 
base Ito get RBI'sl." 
The first baseman bats 
fourth in the line-up that has 
helped her to get to third place 
on the all-time RBI record list 
with 90. 
According to Salsburg, a 
former first baseman herself, 
the defensive side of Vallas' 
game is just as important as 
her offense. 
"Your first baseman I is 
someonel people have to be 
able to trust and believe thai 
no matter what kind of throw 
they have, that she will pick it," 
Salsburg said. 
On the season, Vallas has 
.973 fielding percentage, com- 
mitting only six errors in 207 
chances 
"She goes all out and plays 
with everything she has," 
VViemersaid. 
Vallas has helped her team to 
a 29-6 on the season and an 8-2 
in the MAC, but the Falcons sit 
behind Kent State 120-14, 7-1) 
in the MAC standings. Vallas is 
hopeful that she can help lead 
her ream past KS1I by season's 
end and Into the postseason. 
"My favorite moment this 
season will be when we beat 
Kent State in the MAC tour- 
nament and send them home 
without a ring." Vallas said. 
"We have die confidence and 
potential to accomplish great 
things.'' 
INDIANS 
From Page 9 
closer Mariano Rivera gave up a 
game-ending homer to lighl 
hitting Marco Scutaro. 
Called up from Double-A 
Trenton to till a spot in New 
York's injury-depleted rotation. 
Wright (1 -0) showed impressive 
poise following a shaky start. 
Staked to an early 8-1 lead 
and wearing teammate Sean 
Menu's glove, the 24-year-old 
left-hander allowed three runs 
and five hits in five innings. Mis 
father sal in the stands, snap- 
ping photos while wearing a 
Yankees cap and jacket 
uaiviiiiTt 
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Bush expresses condolences to Virginia Tech 
JACKIE SCHEAR 
CONCERNED CHILDREN: Jell Cow*, led. and Jennifer Corzine. center, the 
son and daughter ol New Jersey Gov Jon Corzine. laid with Dt. Steven Ross, head ol 
Trauma, outside Cooper University Hospital in Camden. N.J. Friday. April 15,2007 Gov 
Corzine was injured yesterday m an auto accident on the Garden State Parkway 
Governor critically injured in 
crash for not 'buckling up' 
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) —The SUV 
carrying Gov. Ion S. Corzine 
was traveling about 91 mph 
moments befoa' it crashed, 
Superintendent of State Police 
Col Rick Fuentes said yesterday. 
The governor was criti- 
cally injured when the vehicle 
crashed into a guardrail on the 
Garden State Parkway just north 
of Atlantic City last week He 
apparently was not wearing his 
seat bell its he rode in the front 
passenger's seal. 
The speed limit along that 
stretch of the parkway is (ffi 
mph. 
The state trooper-driven sport 
utility vehicle was in the left lane 
with its emergency lights Dash- 
ing when a pickup tried to get 
out of its way. Instead, it set off 
a chain reaction that resulted in 
the crash. 
Corzinc's list of injuries was 
extensive: He broke his left 
thigh bone, a dozen ribs, col- 
larbone and chest bone. He 
also fractured a vertebrae in his 
lower back. 
He remains in critical but 
stable condition yesterday and 
doctors were assessing when he 
might be ready to breathe with- 
out a ventilator. 
Doctors have said he doesn't 
have brain damage or paraly- 
sis, and is doing well for some- 
one who sustained so many 
injuries. 
New study of antidepressants 
shows benefit outweighs risk 
By Carla K. Johnson 
The Associated Press 
CHICAGO - Authors of a new 
comprehensive analysis of 
antidepressants for children 
and teenagers say the ben- 
efits of treatment trump the 
small risk of increasing some 
patients'chances of having sui- 
cidal thoughts and behaviors. 
The risk they found is lower 
than the one the Food and 
Drug Administration identi- 
fied In 2004, the year the agen- 
cy warned the public about 
the drugs' risks in children. 
After the warning. U.S. youth 
suicides increased and some 
mental health experts said 
reluctance to try antidepres- 
sants might be to blame. 
The new analysis includes 
data from seven studies that 
were not par! of the previous 
FDA analysis, including two 
large pediatric depression tri- 
als that were unavailable three 
years ago. 
Researchers analyzed data 
on 5,310 children and teenag- 
ers from 27 stud if. I'hey found 
that for every 100 kids treated 
with antidepressants, about 
one additional child experi- 
enced worsening suicidal feel- 
ings above what would have 
happened without drug treat- 
ment. In contrast, the IDA 
analysis found an added risk 
affecting about two in 100 
patients. 
There were no suicides in 
any of the studies. The anti- 
depressants included Prozac, 
Paxil, Zoloft, Celexa, U'xapro, 
F.ffexor, Serzone and Remeron. 
"The medications are safe 
and effective and should be 
considered as an important 
part of treatment," said study 
co-author Dr. David Brent of 
the University of Pittsburgh 
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School of Medicine. The ben- 
efits seem favorable compared 
to the small risk of suicidal 
thoughts and behavior." 
Antidepressants worked 
best when used to treat anxi- 
ety, the analysis found. They 
worked moderately well treat- 
ing obsessive-compulsive dis- 
orders. They worked less well, 
but were still effective in treat- 
ing depression. 
Adolescents responded bet- 
ter than children to treatment 
for depression and anxiety, the 
researchers found. They also 
found that only Prozac worked 
better than dummy pills in 
depressed children younger 
than 12. 
In the studies involv- 
ing depression, til percent of 
patients improved while on 
antidepressants. But50percent 
of depressed patients taking 
dummy pills also improved. 
Among young patients with 
obsessive-compulsive disor- 
ders, 52 percent improved on 
antidepressants. compared to 
32 percent who improved on 
dummy pills. 
By Dab Riachmann 
The Associated Press 
BLACKSBURG, Va. 
Representing America's anguish, 
President Bush told Virginia Tech 
students and teachers at a som- 
ber convocation yesterday that 
the nation is praying for them 
and "there's a power in these 
prayers." 
"Laura and 1 have come to 
Blacksburgtoday with hearts full 
of sorrow," he said in six-minute 
remarks at a convocation on the 
campus where 33 people, includ- 
ing the suspected gunman, died 
in two separate shootings the 
day before. 
"This is a day of mourning for 
the Virginia Tech community 
and it is a day of sadness for our 
entire nation." 
Before flying to the tragedy- 
stricken university in southwest- 
ern Virginia, Bush also ordered 
flags flownat half staff and issued 
a written proclamation in honor 
of those killed and wounded. 
Speaking to a somber bas- 
ketball arena, packed with stu- 
dents and others, many wearing 
orange short-sleeved Virginia 
Tech T-shirts, the president 
quoted a recent student blogging 
about the killings to encourage 
those who grieve to reach out 
for help. 
"To all of you who are OK, I'm 
happy for that," Bush said, quot- 
ing the Internet posting. "For 
those of you who are in pain or 
who have lost someone close to 
you, I'm sure you can call on any 
one of us and have help anytime 
you need it." 
He urged those angered by the 
GERMDHERKR1 
TRAGEDY IN AMERICA: President Bush, right, accompanied by Virginia Gov Timothy Kami 
left, and Kame's wife Anne Holton. second from left, signs a memorial for V 
killings not to be overcome by 
evil. 
"People who have never met 
you are praying for you," Bush 
said. "They're praying for your 
friends who have fallen ami who 
are injured. There's a power in 
these prayers, a real power. In 
times like this, we can find com- 
fort in the grace and guidance of 
a loving God." 
Before the service, Bush 
received a briefing on the shoot- 
ings and their investigation from 
Virginia lech President Charles 
Steger. 
Bush spoke on a day ol raw 
emotion. He spoke In students 
who he said had just lived 
through the worst day ol their 
lives, 
"On this terrible day nl 
mourning, it's hard to imagine 
a time will come when life at 
Virginia lech will return to nor- 
mal hut such a day will come,' 
Bush said. "And when it does. 
you will always remember the 
friends and leathers who were 
lost yesterday, and the lime MIII 
shared with them, and the lues 
that they hoped to lead, 
Meanwhile, the federal Bureau 
of Alcohol. Tobacco, Firearms 
and Explosives has sent 12 
agents to \ irginia lech and the 
FBI  has  contributed   some   15 
agents as well lot tin- investiga 
lion. I lie federal help, including 
input from the U.S. Attorney's 
office in tin' Western liisirici ol 
Virginia, is being coordinated at 
a command centei set tip on the 
campus. 
In addition to helping with the 
crime scene, the Department 
ol lustice is making counselors 
available to victims and their 
families through a special office 
and the Education Department 
is offering assistance its well. 
Federal gov't, not state, controls national banks 
"This decision does irreparable harm to 
the states' historical role in advancing 
consumer protection and ability to respond 
to local issues." 
By Pate Yott 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — The federal 
government is the sole regula- 
tor of national bank subsidiaries, 
the Supreme Court said yester- 
day, ruling against state finan- 
cial regulators. 
The 5-3 decision involving a 
mortgage subsidiary in Michigan 
is a victory for the 1,(X)() national 
banks, which say they should not 
have to face a dual system of fed- 
eral-state regulation in a grow- 
ing a rea of t hei r bu siness. 
States and many private 
groups including the AAUP, rep- 
resenting retirees, say a regula 
tory framework that includes the 
50 states as well as federal bank 
examiners can better protect 
millions of consumers. 
The number of national bank 
subsidiaries has grown to about 
500 in recent years. They are per- 
mitted to engage in mortgage 
lending and a wide range of other 
activities, from acting as a finder 
for used car sales to Medicare 
and Medicaid counseling. 
National banks in the United 
Stales have SB trillion in assets 
Wachovia Bank, the subject of 
the court ruling, is the fourth 
largest in the country. The Mush 
administration supported the 
position of Wachovia Corp. in 
the case. 
State regulators cannot inter- 
fere by subjecting national banks 
or their subsidiaries "to rival 
oversight regimes,' lustice Ruth 
Bader Ginshtirg, author of the 
majority opinion, said in a state- 
ment she read as the decision 
was announced. "Duplicative 
state inspection and supervision 
would significantly burden mort- 
gage lending by national hanks" 
and the same principle applies 
for subsidiaries, (iinsburg said. 
In a dissent, lustice lohn Paul 
Stevens said the court's decision 
"threatens the vitality of most 
state laws as applied to national 
banks." 
The ruling comes as state 
N    " ftheConl 
and federal regulators alike are 
under scrutiny lot alleged!) fail- 
ing to police thesubprimemort- 
gage market that has now been 
hit with massive defaults. Most, 
but far from all such risky loans 
occur in the unregulated seg- 
ment ol thefinaiM lal sector. 
"This decision does irrepa 
table harm to the states' histori- 
cal role in advancing consumer 
protection and ability to respond 
10 local issues," said Neil Milner, 
president of the Conference of 
State Bank Supervisors. 
Banking industry  represen- 
tatives said that by protecting 
national banks hum the extra 
costs of complying with both 
slate  and  federal   regulations, 
the decision makes it easiet for 
hanks to offei mortgages and 
other loans 
Hie Wachovia case highlights 
an aggressive campaign by the 
U.S. Office ol  the Comptroller 
nl the- ( urrency to expand the 
agency's regulatory reach at the 
expense ni state regulators. 
\ll ol the other 19 states came 
to Michigan's defense, saying 
leclei.il rules pre-empting the 
states' regulatory role are far too 
broad. 
The case is Wattersv. Wachovia 
BankX.A.tr, I 142, 
www.buckeyeinnandstudios.com 
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DEADLY VOTE:        e loot al a police vehicle, torched by gunmen in Kano. Nigeria, yesterday, who also attacked a poke station 
Gunmen can't stop Nigerian election 
"I've made up my mind that I'll never go 
to another polling station, because there's 
no security. I don't even know if I can reach 
home alive." 
Ibrdhim Garba | Street venaor 
BySalisuRabiu 
The Associated Press 
KANO, Nigeria - (iunmen 
attacked a police station yester- 
daj in northern Nigeria, killing 12 
officers and torching the build- 
ing despite the government's 
attempts to increase security lor 
weekend presidential elections 
meant to cement civilian rule. 
Nigeria's electoral commis- 
sion said it would comply with 
a Supreme Court ruling mat Vice 
['resident Atiku Abubakar. who 
tell out with the president and 
his powerful parly, rejoin the race 
ahead of Saturdays election. 
The last-minute change added 
uncertainty to a race already 
marked by violence and fraud 
charges, hut an election com- 
mission spokesman insisted the 
vote would go ahead as planned 
With Abubakar on the ballot 
Abubakar told Al' Television 
News in an interview that die 
development was  "a victory for 
democracy." 
It is a victory for the rule of 
law. and the protection of the 
((institution in this country,'' 
be said. "The judiciary has to 
be commended lor its courage, 
lor its defense ot our young 
democracy." 
In the northern city of kano, 
which has been swept by riots in 
past years and is under a night- 
time curlew alter unrest in recent 
days, gunmen killed 12 police- 
men and the wife of an officer, 
said the regional police spokes- 
man, liaba Mohammed. 
"I've made up my mind that I'll 
never go to another polling sla- 
lion, because there's no security. 
I don't even know if 1 can reach 
home alive," said Ibrahim Garba, 
a 46-year old street vendor. "This 
is nol a good development for 
democracy in the country." 
Residents said they believed 
the attackers were members of 
an outlawed Islamist movement 
that has clashed briefly with 
security forces in recent years. 
The attackers told people in the 
neighborhood thai their quarrel 
was with the government only, 
but many residents tied, resi- 
dents said. 
Some of the attackers were 
apparently holed up in a build- 
ing near the police station, widi 
troops nearby. Security forces 
kept reporters back. 
Tensions were high in the 
opposition stronghold city of 3 
million titter a delay in results 
from state governorship and 
legislature elections marred by 
fraud and violence. 
Police banned political rallies 
across Nigeria. Africa's most- 
populous nation with 140 mil- 
lion people, and Security forces 
were ordered to put down any 
violence. 
Abubakar boiled the ruling 
party after successfully opposing 
a drive last year toamend the con- 
stitution and allow a third elect- 
ed term for I'resident Olusegun 
Obasanjo. Umaru Yar'Adua, a 
member of Obasanjo's party, is 
seen as the front-runner. 
The electoral commission had 
barred Abubakar based on find- 
ings by an executive panel estab- 
lished by Obasanjo that found 
Abubakar stole government 
funds. Abubakar denies the alle- 
gations. 
"The commission assures 
every Nigerian that the name of 
the vice president will be on the 
ballot," commission spokesman 
Phillip Umeadi said in the capi- 
tal, Abuja, following the Supreme 
Court ruling against the body. 
"The logistics are being put in 
place." 
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Japanese crime leader kills over car 
"Mayor Ito has a strong and boundless 
passion for peace." 
Sunao Tsuboi | Leader of a survivors' group 
By Hirolto Tjbuchi 
The Associated Press 
TOKYO — The mayor of the 
lananese city of Nagasaki was 
shot to death in a brazen attack 
yesterday by an organized crime 
chief apparently enraged that the 
city refused to compensate him 
after his car was damaged at a 
public vvorics construction site, 
police said. 
The shooting was rare in a 
country where handguns are 
strictly banned and only five poli- 
ticians arc known to have been 
killed since Vtorid War II. 
Mayor Iccho Ito, 61, was shot 
twice in the back at point-blank 
range outside a train station yes- 
terday evening Nagasaki police 
official Kumi Tsujimoto said. 
One of the bullets struck the 
mayor's heart and he went into 
cardiac arrest, according to 
Nagasaki University Hospital 
spokesman Kenzo Kusano. Ito 
died after emergency surgery, 
said Nagasaki prcfeclural police 
official 1 lirofumi Ito. 
Tetsuya Shiroo, a senior mem- 
ber of Yamaguchi-gumi, Japan's 
largest organized crime syndi- 
cate, was wrestled to the ground 
by officers after the attack and 
arrested, police said. 
He later admitted to shoot- 
ing Ito with a handgun with 
the intent to kill, Nagasaki chief 
investigator ka/.uki Umebayashi 
said at a news conference. 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe 
called for a "rigorous investi- 
gation." 
It was the second attack in the 
last 20 years against a mayor of 
Nagasaki, which was destroyed by 
a U.S. atomic bomb in the dosing 
days of World War fl in 1945 and 
whose leaders have actively cam- 
paigned against militarism. 
In 1990, Mayor Hitoshi 
Motoshima was shot and seri- 
ously wounded after saying that 
lapan's emperor, beloved by 
rightists, bore some responsibil- 
ity for World War II. 
Tuesday's   attack   appeared 
to involve a more trivial matter, 
however. 
Shiroo reponedly clashed with 
Nagasaki city officials in 2003 
after his car was damaged when 
he drove into a hole at a public 
works site. I le tried unsuccessful- 
ly to get compensation from the 
city after his insurance company 
refused to pay up, according to 
Japanese broadcaster NI IK. 
Backed by the ruling liberal 
Democratic Party, Ito was cam- 
paigning for his fourth term in 
office before Sunday's elections. 
He was an active figure in the 
movement against nuclear pro- 
liferation, heading a coalition 
of lapanese cities calling for the 
elimination of nuclear weapons. 
"Mayor Ito had a strong and 
boundless passion for peace," 
said Sunao Tsuboi, leader of a sur- 
vivors' group based in Hiroshima, 
a city also flattened by a U.S. 
atomic bomb in 1945. 
Egyptian officials arrest 
engineer as Israeli spy 
ByNadi.l AbouEl   Miiyd 
The Associated Press 
CAIRO, Egypt — Authorities 
said yesterday they have 
arrested an Egyptian engi- 
neer from the country's 
nuclear energy agency for 
spying for Israel. 
State security prosecutor 
Hisham Badawi announced 
that two foreigners, one 
Japanese and one Irish, were 
wanted in connection with 
the case but remained at 
large. 
He identified the Egyptian 
engineer as Mohammed 
Sayed Saber and said he was 
arrested Eeb. 18 but that news 
of his detention was withheld 
pending the completion of 
the investigation. 
He said Saber, 35, stole 
"important documents" from 
the Atomic Energy Agency 
and passed il on to agents of 
Israel's Mossad intelligence 
service in return for $17,000. 
Saber first met the two for- 
eigners i n Hong Kong between 
2004 and 2006, Badawi said. 
In Jerusalem, Foreign 
Ministry Spokesman Mark 
Regev was skeptical. 
"We've heard about this 
from the media. These sort of 
charges unfortunately appear 
,   1 
Mohammed 
Sayed Saber 
Egyptian 
engineer 
all too often in the Egyptian 
media and they always prove 
to be baseless," he said. 
Egypt has a small research 
atomic reactor. Il has 
recently announced plans 
to develop a nuclear ener- 
gy program more than 20 
years after it abandoned the 
idea of building a reactor in 
the aftermath of the 1986 
Chernobyl disaster. 
Minister of Electricity and 
Energy Hassan Yunis said 
this year that Egypt could 
have an operational nuclear 
power plant within 10 years. 
The plan is to build a 1,000- 
megawatt nuclear power 
plant at Al-Dabaa on the 
Mediterranean coast. 
News of Saber's arrest 
followed the detention in 
lanuary of Mohammed el- 
Attar, another Egyptian who 
also holds Canadian citizen- 
ship, on charges of spying 
for Israel. Three Israelis, who 
were charged alongside el- 
Attar, remain at large. 
French officials 
provide driving 
tips for Brits 
ELERS. France (AI») — Police in 
a small town in northern France 
have launched a poster campaign 
to remind British expatriates and 
tourists to drive on the right side of 
the road — literally. 
Lt. Eric Tunnel, a police offi- 
cial in the town of Flers in the 
Normandy region, said there have 
been two deadly accidents in the 
past two years caused by Britons 
driving on their customary left 
side of the road. 
"We had to act to avoid further 
tragedies," he said. 
The liiglish-language posters 
peppering restaurants, hotels and 
campgrounds in the town say: 
"For your safety, keep right on 
French roads" 
Police have also printed 3,000 
stickers so British families who live 
in town can put the message on 
their cars. 
Thousands of British families 
and retirees have moved to the 
area because it's witilin easy driv- 
ing distance to ferries that head 
across the English Channel to 
Britain. 
439 S. Church: 
One bedroom lower duplex. Quiet living 
$340 per month plus Utilities 
NOW    AVAILABLE 
123 </2 S. Main St. #CandO: 
Deluxe remodeled apartments, 
dishwasher, built in microwaves, 
one tree parking permit 
317 Manville: 
One bedroom apartments 
in a quiet courtyard setting. 
$355 per month plus utilities. 
Munn Apartments: il 
One bedroom quiet apartments on      \ 
the corner ot Main St. and Ordway Ave. 
S335 to $365 pet month plus utilities. 
NEWIPVE 
Rentals 
455 Vi S. Main St.: 
One bedroom apartment with 
washer/dryer. Free water, sewer, 
and gas heat. $530.00 
per month plus electric 
332 South Main Street 
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402 
419.352 5620 
www.newlovetenials.com 
WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE 
  NO     COMPARISON  
AMENITIES Winthrop I Summit Terrace PROPERTY* PROPERTY B PROPERTYC 
Apartment Size 2 Bed/1 Bath 4 bed / 2 bath 4 bed/4 bath 3 bed/1.5 hath 
ft of Roomates ® 4 4 3 
Rent $570 ($285 each) $1196 ($299 each) $1292($323 each) $900($300 each) 
Gas $8 $44 all electric $114 
Electric $20 $72 $140 $97 
Water $0 $0 $120 Included w/Electric 
Trash $0 $0 $0 so 
Basic Cable $44 $44 $0 $44                 | 
Internet $0 $0 $0 $48                 j 
Parking No Monthly Charge No Monthly Charge $15 per month each No Monthly Charge 
Pool Yes (2 Pools) Yes No No                  f 
Private Shuttle Yes Yes No 
 No | 
Total Costs Per Month $634 ($317 each) 
Security Deposit $200 ($100 each) 
S1352($339 each) 
$600 ($150 each) 
$1642 ($403 each) 
$1292 ($323 each) 
'Hole All utilities are based on a market MII■.■•■■, ■ 
$1203 ($401 each) 
$500 ($16/each) 
Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price! 
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 €   Napoleon Rd • 419 352 9135 
www.winthroptermco com • em.'iil us   wmlhrop@gerdenich.com 
In Aldine ISO. youl find... 
• A great work environment 
- A State Recognized Mentorship Program 
• One of the highest salaries in Texas 
($44,000 starting, with $4,000 critical need stypend) 
• A diverse student and teacher population 
• National recognition for high performance 
Visit us at the Bowling Green Teacher Interview Days on April 19. 
Or schedule an interview by calling 281 -985-6309. 
Interviewing tor:| 
Math 
Science 
English 
Elemental y 
Middle Si In Mil 
Sp.imsh 
UIIIIUJII.II 
Special Idue tit ion 
Ciieei (diic.itmn 
Aldine Independent School District 
ISO'O Aldine Weslficld Ro.iit   Houston; Tens J/OIJ 
Phone-281 98S 6i04   Internet www.ik1ineM2.txui 
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Virginia Tech shooter kills Toledo 
local during Mondays rampage 
By James Hannah 
The Associated Press 
A Toledo native who graduated 
from Ohio State University and 
went on to teach at Virginia Tech 
was among those killed during the 
shooting rampage at the school, 
the man's brother said yesterday. 
Kevin Granata. 45, a professor of 
engineering science and mechan- 
ics, was in the classroom building 
either doing research or holding 
office hours when' the shootings 
occurred. Paul Granata of Toledo 
said school officials told relatives. 
He was among 33 people killed 
in separate attacks in two build- 
ings. The suspected gunman 
— Cho Scung-Hui, a 23-year-old 
senior majoring in Knglish — was 
a native of South Korea who killed 
himself, authorities say. 
"He was very dedicated to his 
students and his university. Even 
more so, he was dedicated to 
his family," Granata said of his 
hrother, who also taught part 
time at the University of Virginia. 
"We will miss him very much. 
The biggest loss is his kids won't 
have him anymore." 
Granata said his hrother lived in 
Blacksburg with his wife and three 
children, ages 11 to 14. 
To remember the victims, Gou 
Ted Strickland ordered flags at 
public buildings flown at half-staff 
from Wednesday through Sunday. 
IheOhioHouseofRepresentatives 
observed a moment of silence. 
"Any parent who ever sent a child 
off the college certainly was horri- 
fied at what they saw and heard 
of that occurred on that campus 
yesterday," said Republican House 
Speaker Ion I lusted. 
Candlelight vigils were planned 
at Ohio University tonight and the 
University of Dayton last night. 
Kevin Granata graduated 
from St. Francis de Sales High 
School in Toledo in 1980. He 
was on the football, chess and 
debating teams, worked on the 
school newspaper, and was in 
the Collegium I lonorum, which 
required at least a 4.0 grade point 
average, according to the school 
yearbook. 
"He was somebody I would 
describe as a really well-round- 
ed student," said the Rev. Ron 
Olszewski, school principal. "He 
was a good student. He cut across 
a lot of different activities and 
groups. I just always presumed 
he would be very successful." 
Granata attended lohn Carroll 
University in Cleveland as a 
physics major, then finished 
his bachelor's degree in 1984 at 
Ohio State University in phys- 
ics and electrical engineering. I le 
earned his master's from Purdue 
University in 1986 and doctorate 
in biomechanics from Ohio State 
in 1993. 
Bill Marras, director of the bio- 
dynamics lab at Ohio State's col- 
lege of engineering who served 
as Granata's adviser, said Granata 
would often drop by his office 
and the two would engage in 
long talks about science. 
"Every time he sat down, there 
would go a half day," Marras 
recalled warmly. "We would get 
into great discussions." 
After Granata got his doctor- 
ate from Ohio State in 1993, he 
stayed there for four more years 
as a senior research engineer. 
"He was the kind of guy in the 
lab that got along with every- 
body," Marras said. "His intellect 
was very strong. He was great 
at explaining things to people. 
Even though he was very bright, 
he wouldn't look down at people 
that weren't up to his speed." 
Ishwar Puri. head of the engi- 
neering science and mechan- 
ics department at Virginia Tech, 
said Granata and his students 
researched muscle and reflex 
response and robotics. Puri 
called him one of the top five 
biomechanics researchers in the 
country working on movement 
dynamics in cerebral palsy. 
State accuses workers of bribe-taking 
By Malt Laingang 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Three 
former employees of the 
state's insurance fund for 
injured workers were charged 
with accepting golf outings, 
meals and other items from 
investment firms seeking 
to do business with the state, 
authorities said yesterday. 
Thechargeswereannounced 
by a task force investigating 
scandals at the Ohio Bureau 
of Workers' Compensation 
that shook former Gov. Bob 
Taft's administration and was 
blamed in part for Republicans' 
slide from statewide office last 
November. 
The latest accusations 
involve three employees who 
worked in the bureau's invest- 
ment division — Fred Ziglcr 
of Cincinnati, a former senior 
investment officer; Peter 
1 loffmannbeck of Milliard, a 
former senior equity trader; 
and Keith Zolkowski, a former 
investment officer and equity 
trader. 
The three men are accused 
of accepting payments from 
various investment firms in 
the form of golf outings and 
other entertainment-related 
expenses between 2001 and 
2004, said Oavid Ereel, execu- 
tive director of the Ohio Ethics 
Commission. 
Some of the items includ- 
"Such restrictions are in place to ensure 
that public employees are not making 
investment decisions based on their 
personal relationships with those firms." 
David Freel I Executive director 
ed tickets to Columbus Blue 
lackets hockey games, he said. 
Hoffmannbeck is also accused 
of allowing an investment firm 
to pay the S4.000 cost of Hy- 
ing him to a seminar in the 
Bahamas. 
"Such restrictionsarein place 
to ensure that public employ- 
ees are not making investment 
decisions based on their per 
sonal relationships with those 
firms," Freel said. The workers 
comp bureau provides benefits 
to injured workers. 
All three face conflict of 
interest charges. Zigler and 
Hoffmannbeck also were 
charged with failure to disclose 
the expenses. The alleged eth- 
ics violations are all first-degree 
misdemeanors and carry a 
maximum penalty of a Sl.000 
fine and six months in jail. 
Messages seeking com- 
ment were left yesterday with 
Hoffmannbeck and Zolkowski. 
No listing could be found for 
Zigler. 
All three are scheduled to 
appear tomorrow in Franklin 
County Municipal Court. 
A state audit released in 
March cited mismanagement 
and a lack of oversight as the 
keys to scandals at the work- 
ers' comp bureau. The report 
by Auditor Mary Taylor's office 
also found during the review of 
operations for 2005 and 2006 
that some key financial docu- 
ments had been destroyed. 
The scandals started with 
rare coin dealer Tom Noe, 
now imprisoned for stealing 
from a $50 million rare-Coin 
investment he managed for the 
bureau. 
Former chief financial officer 
Terrence Gasper pleaded guilty 
in lune to accepting bribes in 
exchange for doling out agency 
business, and awaits action as 
he cooperates with authorities. 
In lanuary. investment mar- 
keter Clarke Blizzard pleaded 
guilty to one count of conspir- 
ing to bribe Gasper. 
Gov. Ted Strickland, a 
Democrat elected Nov. 7, has 
promised to restructure the 
agency, including the creation 
of an independent board to 
oversee investments. 
TONYDEJAK    .'.i 
GOING DOWN HILL: American Greetings cards rest on a display, in this June 27.2006 
file photo in Woodmere Village. Ohio 
Card company suffers loss 
CLEVE1AND (AP) — American 
Greetings Corp., which has been 
trimming down to be more 
focused on its core greeting cards 
business, said yesterday it su ung 
to a fourth-quarter loss, due to 
charges related to the sale of a 
business and store closings. 
The nation's second-largest 
maker of greeting cards, behind 
privately held Hallmark Cards 
Inc., lost $12.2 million, of 22 cents 
per share, on sales of S472.8 mil- 
lion, in the quarter completed 
Feb. 28. 
The results included a$16 mil- 
lion dollar pretax loss from the 
sale of its candle product line and 
a $6.5 million loss due to costs 
connected with the closure of (SO 
retail stores, the company said. 
Analysts polled by Thomson 
Financial on average expected 
American Greetings to report a 
profit of 16 cents per share. 
In the year-ago quarter, earn- 
ings were $41.8 million, or 58 
cents per share, which included 
a loss of 12 cents per share from 
the sale of a South African busi- 
ness. Sales were $507.4 million. 
Full-year net income declined 
49.8 percent to $42.4 million, or 
$0.71 per share, on sales of $1.74 
billion. 
The previous fiscal year pro- 
duced earnings of $84.4 million, 
or $1.16 per share, on sales of 
$1.88 billion. 
American Greetings, which 
has 20,000 employees, sells cards 
and other products under brand 
names American Greetings, 
Carlton Cards and Gibson. It 
owns and operates about 500 
card ;uid gift shops throughout 
North America, and sells cards 
through retailers. 
The company receives royal- 
ties for licensing of characters 
such as Care Bears. Strawberry 
Shortcake and Holly Hobby. Its 
Internet and wireless business 
unit, ACi Interactive, is a leading 
provider of electronic greetings, 
ring tones for cellular telephones 
and other content for the digital 
markets. 
""Graduate 
You deserve an UPGRADE! 
e Studios     ,""'•'"•'.. 
rStudio apartments available! 
tier, semester, of year leases • Stove, fridge, mien 
Low as $425 per month • Full car* W/HBO - $20/montri 
Includes all utilities ■ Outdoor pool use 
Laundry facilities • Fully furnished 
6mn OH 43 
Condominiums torrent! 
) ranch style condominiums 
$6S0/montn ph. 
Washer and dryer hook up 
Quiet tenants desired 
1c 2 Bedroom 
Excellent location lor BGSU faculty 
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal 
Jacuzzi tub in some units 
Den/Office |n some units 
Central air 
Bill fights mayor's courts, stating a conflict of interest 
I.INNDAI.E, Ohio (AP) — A 
state legislator wants to elimi- 
nate mayor's courts in small 
villages, saying they're used as 
revenue source. 
Rep. Larry Wolpert, a 
Republican from Ililliard in 
suburban Columbus, also 
wants to remove mayors from 
courts in larger cities, and he's 
got the support of the chief 
justice of the Ohio Supreme 
Court. 
Wolpert plans to introduce 
his bill next week. He said yes- 
terday that he would discuss 
the proposal in detail at an 
upcoming news conference. 
Mayor's courts, some of 
which employ magistrates, 
operate in places that are not 
home to municipal courts, and 
they hear only cases involving 
local ordinance violations and 
state traffic laws. 
One of the villages that 
would get pinched if such a law 
were passed is tiny I.inndale 
near Cleveland. 
The village of 117 is a notori- 
ous speed trap — a 422-yard 
stretch of Interstate 71 runs 
through it and the local police 
write about 5,000 traffic tickets 
each year. 
The resulting fines, fees and 
costs from the mayor's court 
in I mini.ilr bankroll about 
80 percent of the village's 
$900,000 yearly budget. 
"Instead of taxing them- 
selves, they prefer to tax the 
people that drive through 
their villages," Wolpert said. 
Wolpert's legislation would 
ban mayor's courts in com- 
munities with populations 
of fewer than 1,600 by Ian. 1, 
2008. That would close about 
140 of 335 mayor's courts. 
George Sadd, who pre- 
sides over the mayor's court 
in I.inndale, called Wolpert s 
bill unconstitutional because 
it correlates the quality of jus- 
tice served in a community 
to its population. Sadd has 
been magistrate for about four 
years. 
Sadd said the courts offer a 
convenient and prompt form 
of justice. 
How can justice be better 
served if a community has 
1,600 individuals?" Sadd said. 
"I'm offended when they say 
mayor's courts can't render 
justice equally." 
Most of the court costs col- 
lected in a mayor's court go 
to the municipality, with a 
portion going to the state or 
county. 
For a $90 court fee in 
I.inndale. for example, $24 
goes to the state and $5 goes 
to the county. Linndale keeps 
the rest. 
The cases from the closed 
mayor's courts would move 
"Unless you protect the dollars you get from 
fines. They don't have any money for their 
police force." 
John Mahoney | Deputy director 
to municipal courts, which 
return a smaller percentage of 
the court costs to cities where 
tickets are written. 
The bill would force remain- 
ing mayor's courts in larger 
municipalities to become com- 
munity courts, which would 
be run by court-appointed 
magistrates instead of mayors. 
Wolpert. who was behind a 
2003 state law that abolished 
mayor's courts in towns with 
fewer than 100 residents, said 
he wants mayors taken out of 
power in local justice systems. 
A mayor who helps design the 
city's budget shouldn't also be 
dispensing justice that raises 
money for the budget, he said. 
Ohio Chief lustice Thomas 
Mover, who has been working 
with Wolpert on the legisla- 
tion, agrees. 
"That's a classic conflict of 
interest, at least in appear- 
ance," Mover said, 
Ohio Municipal League 
deputy director lohn Mahoney 
points out that many mayor's 
courts already employ magis- 
trates, particularly those with 
large caseloads. 
He said Wolpert's bill raises 
some concerns about police 
protection in small villages. 
"Unless you protect the dol- 
lars you get from fines 
They don't have any 
money for their police force," 
Mahoney said. "Are you doing 
away with police protection in 
many communities?" 
North Royalton Mayor Cathy 
l.uks, who presides over the 
court there, sees no conflict 
of interest because the state 
sets the caps in fines for mis- 
demeanors and traffic viola- 
tions. 
She said the court puts her 
more in touch with the city. 
"It really gives me a bird's- 
eye view of what my police 
officers are doing in my com- 
munity." she said. 
Middleburg Heights Mayor 
Gary Starr, however, does see 
in mayor's courts a potential 
conflict of interest. The city 
brought in a magistrate 15 
years ago. Starr said. 
419-354-0070 
wwwsnamox r.v»1lsrjKOO'10(iiiniums com 
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The BG News is now 
accepting applications for 
Summer a Fall 
2007 Staffs 
BG 
[•Reporters          • Web Staff 
• Staff Editors        •Videographers 
•OpinionColumnists • On-line Media 
•Photographers       Assistants 
• Graphic Designers 
•Copy Editors                      J 
NEWS 
loo r newspaper • Applications are available in 210 or 204 West Hall. 
• Interviews will begin week of April 25. 
Return completed application and please 
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall. 
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News 
at thenews@bgnews.com 
Share your insight, creativity, 
ideas and opinions with the 
Campus Community 
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ce melt is causing a loss of 
native Alaskan customs 
By Eliiabath Blucmink 
ANCHORAGI. Alaska - The 
day her toddler son demanded 
to ciii maktak, the skin and 
I'ai ol the bowhead whale, was 
unforgettable for Mar) Sage, a 
young Barrow, Ak., mother. 
Keeping the Inupiat cul- 
ture strong in her children is 
important to her. Hut the state's 
warming climate is throwing a 
monkey wrench in her family's 
Future, she said 
"How will our children and 
grandchildren feel when they 
arc noi able to hunt these ani- 
mals anymore?" Sage asked. 
All over Alaska, not just along 
the coastline, residents are 
noticing thai the ice is ebbing 
— with direct consequences for 
anyone digging In the ground. 
crossing the tundra or ventur- 
ing out over ice to hunt. 
A number of rural Alaskans 
flew or drove to Anchorage 
this week to tell their per- 
sonal stories about a warming 
Alaska to a state commission 
the Legislature set up to take 
stock of climate change's con- 
sequences for Alaska. 
"less ice for us means less 
opportunity for food." Sage 
told the Alaska Climate Impact 
Vssessmem Commission on 
Friday. 
ihe ll-member commis- 
sion also heard from scien- 
tists describing how caribou, 
marine mammals, birds, fish 
and other species are shilling 
geographically, some species 
could be in trouble due to the 
warming trend's effects on the 
availability of their food. 
In the Northwest town of 
Selawik. villagers are worried 
about winter travel and hunt- 
ing. Two years ago. the village 
losi two young girls and one 
man who fell through ice. The 
ice was considered sale in pre- 
vious years, testified Hannah 
loon, a part-time University of 
Alaska student who grew up 
in the village ol about 850 and 
transmitted the concerns from 
one ol the village's elders to the 
commission. 
teenagers and college envi- 
ronmentalists from Anchorage 
and lairbanksalso spoke. Main 
of the students asked the com- 
mission |o tell the legislature 
and I'alin administration to 
start regulatinggreenhousegas 
emissions in Alaska, 
I la/el Apok of Kot/ehue told 
the commission she is worried 
about less snow in thearea sur- 
rounding kot/.ebue harming 
lulure subsistence berr\ crops. 
She shares the berries she 
gathers with other locals who 
want it lor Eskimo ice cream. 
"Blueberries also help keep my 
cholesterol down," she said 
Safe hunting is a big concern 
in Harrow. With recent \ears 
of dramatic loss in the Arctic 
Sea ice, and scientists predict- 
ing more ice loss in the future, 
hunters and their families have 
immediate safety concerns. 
Sage said. 
"Multiyear ice is thick and 
stable and preferred while 
conducting the spring whal- 
ing hunt. Voting ice is thin and 
not so stable." explained Sage, 
w hose husband is co-captain of 
a whaling crew. 
Twice in the past 10 years, 
shore ice at Harrow became 
unstablcandhrokcapart,send- 
ing about Kill whalers adrift in 
the Arctic. All of the hunters 
"Less ice for 
us means less 
opportunity for 
food." 
Mary Sage | Inupiate Mother 
were rescued, but not all of their 
snowmachines, she said. 
The last time the Harrow 
whalers had a similar event was 
in the 1940s. 
Sage asked the commis- 
sion. "How often will this 
reoccur? Will we be so fortu- 
nate as to save every whaler 
every time this happens? 
Will the ice be stable enough 
this year lor whaling? How 
much longer will we be able 
to continue our traditional 
spring hunt on the ice?" 
She mentioned another 
perplexing problem for some 
Harrow whale hunters: Umiaks, 
the sealskin boats used for 
spring whaling, are sprouting 
mold due to warmer weather. 
"It is very expensive to change 
the cover of your umiak." Sage 
said. 
Kathleen I .moll of I'ort 
Yukon and Hita Buck of White 
Mountain described hitting 
water instead of permafrost 
when digging outhouse pits, 
that didn't happen in the past, 
they said. 
The commission will hold 
a second public hearing in 
Anchorage, probably in the fall. 
The commission plans to 
develop a complete overview 
of the likely impacts of cli- 
mate change in Alaska and 
make recommendations to 
reduce harm. 
You Want it? We Got it! 
Apartments Available for Rent 
2007-2008 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
517 REED STREET At Thurstin. 449-455 S. ENTERPRISE 
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bdrm. & One bath. Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $465 School Year - One Person Rate- $385 
One Year - One Person Rate - $400 One Year - One Person Rate - $350 
707-727THIRD STREET -OneBedroom. 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $395 
One Year - One Person Rate - $350 
825THIRD STREET -PetsAllowed! 
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $465 
One Year - One Person Rate - $410 
2 BEDROOM 
831 SEVENTH 
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485 
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE 
Unfurnished, 1 1 '2 baths, Dishwasher. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630 
One Year - Two Person Rate $530 
402 HIGH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590 
One Year - Two Person Rate • $490 
835 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Bedroom. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490 
505 CLOUGH-Behind Kmto's. 
Two Furn. or Unfurn, One bath & Vanity. School 
Year -Two Person Rate- $630 
One Year - Two Person Rate $530 
EFFICIENCIES 
451 THURSTIN AVENUE 
Across the street from Offenhauer 
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath, 
assigned parking and laundry in the building 
School Year - One Person Rate- $395 
One Year - One Person Rate - S365 
839 SEVENTH STREET 
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $460 
One Year - One Person Rate - $395 
810-815 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $435 
One Year-One Person Rate $370 
APARTMENTS 
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 
818 SEVENTH 
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475 
521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer 
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565 
701 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn, Two bdrm. 
One bath w/ Vanity in each bdrm. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
840-850 SIXTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Full baths. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540 
PETS ALLOWED AT: 
PETS ALLOWED with a $250 nonrefundable pet 
deposit in the following buildings: 
517 E. Reed Street 
403 High Street 
825 Third Street 
802 Sixth Street 
831 Seventh Street 
• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price 
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE 
640 Eighth Street 
841 Eighth Street 
725 Ninth Street 
733,755,777 Manville 
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE 
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon 
We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008 
. .-JOHN . 
NEWLOVE 
Real Zttate, Inc. 
II    II   ■_■  •-  I  I 
I ■        III    JIM i • I ■  :;;: u 
319 E. WooiUr Street. Bowling Green, OH 
(Located Across F'om Taco Bel') 
Rental Office 419-354-2260 
Hours MOD. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30  Sat 8:30-5:00 
www jonnnewloverealestatecom 
The big 
Arnold 
paradox 
By Kevin Yamamura 
MCT 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — In the 
latest issue of Outside magazine, 
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 
wears an untucked green shirt 
and jeans, posing as a cham- 
pion of the environment. He 
sits on a rock surrounded by a 
squirrel and rabbit and other 
creal u res of t he forest. 
All while wearing his trade 
mark boots made of dead ani- 
mal skins. 
Schwarzenegger has sud- 
denly become an international 
global warming hero, albeit one 
with a penchant for Hummers 
and alligator boots. 
California environmentalists 
still aren't entirely sure what to 
make of him. 
They praise Schwarzenegger 
for getting the public to focus 
on greenhouse gas emissions 
and using his political celebrity 
to shift national debate in a gre- 
enward direction. 
They say the governor has 
scored major accomplishments 
by signing a bill to reduce emis- 
sions 25 percent by 2020 and 
pursuing new alternative fuel 
requirements. 
But they have misgivings 
about the governor's past oppo- 
sition to top environmental 
priorities. They say the gover- 
nor has focused on long term 
plans that may not require 
real sacrifices for years. Vet he 
has opposed more immediate 
en\ ironmental solutions as too 
costly to businesses. 
"It seems to me his (modus 
opcrandi) is to say people don't 
have to sacrifice right now,'' said 
moNs 
.orxcn.o 
\ KM. VI 
I   COUNCIL ON 
FOREIGN 
j|     RELATIONS 
EDOUARDH R GIUCK I W> PHOTO 
MY FELLOW CITIZENS: California Gov Arnold Schwarzenegger speaks at the Council 
on Foreign Relations. Thursday, April 12,2007 in New York. Schwarzenegger spoke about 
California's lead in helping to find a solution for global warming. 
RICO Mastrodonato. Northern 
California director of the 
league of Conservation Voters. 
"He's saying they can have their 
cake and eat it, too." 
The governor this week 
framedtheenvironmentalprob- 
leni as one that can be solved by 
technology rather than chang- 
es in lifestyle. In speeches at 
Georgetown University and the 
Council on Foreign Relations, 
he described how he wants to 
turn envlronmentalism into an 
inclusive cause rather than one 
fueled by guilt. 
That message has paid 
off in publicity. Newsweek 
last week featured a smiling 
Schwarzenegger on its cover 
with the earth balancing on his 
fingertip. And when the MTV 
show "Pimp My Hide" sought a 
celebrity guest for its Earth Day 
episode to retrofit a gas-guz- 
zling muscle car with alterna- 
tive Fuel technology, it called on 
the governor. 
Environmentalists believethe 
governor may be telling people 
what they want to hear while 
ignoring the reality thai emis- 
sions reductions and cleaner air 
will not come easily or cheaply. 
"I think he does a disservice 
to people to say we don't have 
to change our habits." said V. 
|ohn White, an environmen- 
tal lobbyist in Sacramento. 
"Not unlike nutrition, we need 
moreol the healthy things and 
less of the unhealthy things. I 
got the sense the governor was 
saying you can lose weight 
without giving up the things 
you're doing." 
SUMMERTIME 
Phone Directory 
We are looking for account executives 
to sell for the 
BGSU telephone directory. 
Great pay potential • Flexible Hours 
Bonus Incentives • May-August 
• Valuable Sales Experience 
* Must have own Car * 
For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma@bgsu.edu 
DEADLINE APRIL 20th 
'We've got a place for everyone!' 
BRING  IN THIS AD AND UVE! 
Zero Money Down - No Deposit 
RENT SPECIAL 
3 Bedrooms from $aas'"'p""mn0"atiMa 
2 Bedrooms from $735°° *'"""'""""""" 
PLUS RECEIVE 
New Living Room Carpet 
and a Washer & Dryer ».™U«I«IB«« 
GREENBRIAR, INC.   i    (419)352-0717 
t !. 
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Missing American 
found week later 
By Oliver Tvvts 
Associated Press 
MANILA. Philippines — 
Philippine authorities on 
Wednesday found a body they 
believe to be that of a missing 
American Peace Corps volunteer 
in a northern mountain town 
where she disappeared during a 
hike more than a week ago, an 
army general said. 
Maj. Gen. Rodrigo Maclang 
told The Associated Press that a 
body matching the description of 
Julia Campbell, 40, from Fairfax, 
Va., was found buried with one 
foot protruding from the ground 
near the village of Katad. It was 
not clear whether she had been 
buried by someone or if she was 
covered lay debris during a fall. 
Maclang said it was too early 
to determine if foul play was 
involved. 
Regional police chief Raul 
Gonzales said U.S. Embassy 
officials were on their way to 
the remote area to identify the 
body. I le said the body was fair- 
skinned and clad in clothes simi- 
lar to those that Campbell was 
last seen wearing. 
Campbell went missing April 8 
in the area about 160 miles north 
of Manila. Police said earlier she 
may have fallen off a cliff. 
Provincial police chief Senior 
Superintendent Pedro Genii said 
by telephone on Tuesday that 
Campbell, wearing blue denim 
jeans, black shirt and a shawl, 
was last seen buying soda from a 
local store. 
She was only wearing sandals 
and had bought a bus ticket to 
return to Manila by April 9. indi- 
cating she did not plan to extend 
her stay or make a long hike to 
a spot to view the area's famed 
mountainside rice terraces, he 
said. 
On Tuesday, U.S. Peace Corps 
Director Ronald Tschetter said it 
was "completely out of character" 
for Campbell to vanish on her 
own, and that he believes there 
was "some sort of an accident." 
Campbell is one of 137 
Peace Corps volunteers in the 
Philippines. She had been teach- 
ing English at the Divine Word 
College in Albay province's 
legazpi city, southeast of Manila, 
since October 2006. She previ- 
ously taught at a public school in 
Donsol in nearby Sorsogon prov- 
ince, said Nora Gallano, assistant 
dean of Divine Word's College of 
Liberal Arts. 
On Tuesday, Philippine nation- 
al police chief Oscar Calderon 
ruled out the involvement of 
communist rebels in Campbell's 
disappearance. He said there 
was no indication that she was 
abducted by lawless elements 
or the communist New People's 
Army "because the area has been 
cleared of insurgents." 
In 1990, the New People's Army 
seized Peace Corps volunteer 
Timothy Swanson and held him 
for 50 days on central Negros 
island. He was later released 
unharmed. 
In lune of that year, the U.S. 
government ordered the evacua- 
tion of Peace Corps workers from 
the Philippines after receiving 
intelligence that rebels may try 
to kill or kidnap them. But by 
that time, Swanson already was 
in rebel hands. 
mmunity to testify 
By L.ujne Kcllm.m 
Associated Press 
WASLIINGTON — Monica 
doodling, once Attorney General 
Alberto Gonzales' White House 
liaison, would be granted immu- 
nity from prosecution and forced 
to testify under a plan being con- 
sidered by a 1 louse panel probing 
the firings of federal prosecutors. 
House ludiciary Committee 
Chairman lohn Conyers said 
Tuesday that Goodling, who has 
refused to testify, has much to 
contribute to the investigation. 
"I am hopeful we can approve 
immunity so that we can sched- 
ule her to testify as soon as pos- 
sible and begin to clear up the 
many inconsistencies and gaps 
surrounding this matter," said 
Conyers, D-Mich. 
"She's at the nexus of the 
relationship between the 
White House and the Justice 
Department," added Sen. Charles 
Schumer, D-N.Y. 
Conyers had scheduled a 
committee vote Wednesday on 
granting Goodling immunity but 
agreed late Tuesday to a request 
from the panel's Republicans to 
postpone it a week, said a com- 
mittee spokeswoman. A two- 
thirds majority vote on the com- 
mittee would be required togranl 
her immunity. The panel has 22 
Democrats and 17 Republicans. 
Republicans didn't appear 
eager Tuesday to go along. 
Committee member Chris 
Cannon. R-lltah, said the immu- 
nity offer was "merely meant to 
fan the flames of speculation 
and grab headlines." Goodling's 
attorney, lohn Dowd, declined to 
comment on the offer. 
Goodling quit her job as senior 
counsel to Gonzales and the 
Justice Department's liaison with 
the White House. 
THE BG NEWS SUDOKU 
4 7 2 8 6 
7 6 9 4 
6 5 3 1 
8 4 3 5 
4 
3 
5 7 
9 2 
9 6 3 1 
SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve. 
Z   8   L V   S   I £96 
£    I   S 9   Z   6 1   1   . 
6*9 E   L   8 1 z s 
8   9   6 
L   I   i 6 Vt 
I » t 
S   8   9 
S   E   ► 8   9   Z 6   I   L 
I   L   E S   8   » 9   6   Z 
»   6   Z I   E   9 L   S   8 
9   S   8 Z   6   L >   E   I 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE. 
'.COM PRIZESUOOKUt 
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To be or not to be, seeds are the 
question, what is the answer? 
Watermelon is 
topic of debate 
in Oklahoma 
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) 
Oklahoma already has (he 
si rawberrj asks official fruit, so 
the state Senate clea red i he way 
yesterday to declare the water- 
melon the state vegetable. 
I he measure was introduced 
in the I louse by I )emocratic Hep. 
|oe  Dorman of Hush  Springs. 
site of an annual watermelon 
festival in August. 
Sen. Don Harrington, H 
Lawton, sponsored the bill in 
the Senate. 
"Thecontroversy on whether 
watermelon is a fniri or vegeta- 
ble has been otiieialK decided 
by ihe Oklahoma legislature." 
Harrington said. He said water- 
melon comes from the cucum- 
ber and gourd families, which 
are classified as vegetables. 
Others are not convinced. 
Sen. Nancy Riley, D-Tulsa, said 
her dictionary refers to the 
watermelon as a fruit. 
"I guess it can be both." 
Harrington conceded. 
PHOTO FROM SXCHU 
!RANDOM 
**TRUE 
The phrase "rule of thumb i : from an old English law which stated 
that you couldn't beat your wife with anything wider than your thumb. 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
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Services Offered Help Wanted 
BOOK BUY BACK 
At Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge St. 
Starting April 26 
Personals 
Campus Events 
BGSU KENYA 5K BENEFIT RUN 
Race against AIDS. April 21. 2007 
REGISTER TODAY1 419-378-0356 
BOOK BUY BACK 
At Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge St. 
Starting April 26 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 
SPAGHETTI DINNER 
$5.50 
352-9638 
City Events Wanted 
THE HUGEWORLD PROJECT 
@ Howard's Club H.... 18* 
Fn. Apr 20th   10 PM 
hugeworldproject.com 
I'll keep you my dirty Ml secret... 
At the OAR. concert tonight! 
See you there at 8! 
Babysitter needed. 1 day per week, 
summer. Lifeguard skills a plus. Ref- 
erences. 419-874-0364. 
Earn $2500* monthly and more 
to type simple ads online. 
www.DataAdEntry.com 
Editor Positions Available W t» 
Our Perrysburg lirm has part-time 
in-house positions available. You 
will proofread and edit shop reports 
that mystery shoppers submit on- 
line. Complete training provided. 
Computer experience and grammar 
skills required. Hours and days are 
flexible. Mon-Sun; 9 a.m.-5 p.m. In- 
terested candidates please bring a 
resume and apply in person at Intel- 
lishop - 801 W. South Boundary 
(43551) Please refer to www.intelli- 
shop.com for company info. 
Looking for student teacher to chor- 
eograph a quincenita. Latin/hip hop 
routines. Call 419-308-7101 
Management Inc. 
Renting for 
2007/2008 
Call 353-5800 or 
Visit Us Online at 
www.meccaba.com 
Have a few places 
open NOW 
HillsdaleApts. 
1082 Fairview Ave. 
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh. 
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal 
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm) 
Air Conditioning 
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle 
'Ask about internet discount 
Trey Aubrey 
842/846 Seventh St. 
2 Duplexes Left 
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths 
Evergreen Apts. 
215E.Po«Rd. 
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom 
Efficiencies 
Laundry on Site 
BGSU Bus Route 
Only 15 minute walk to campus! 
Htinzsite Apts. 
710-652 N. Enterprise 
1 & 2 Bedrooms 
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm 
Walking distance to campus! 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the Office 
at 1045 N. Main St. or 
Check Us Out at 
www.meccabg.com 
for full listing, 
prices, & pictures! 
Make up to $75 per online survey: 
www.CashToSpend.com. 
Subleaser needed May 15 -August 
15 at Enclave I apts. Fully furnished 
free laundry. $344/mo . util. 614- 
596-5531 orfmh1018@gmail.com 
Subleaser needed. May - Aug. 07. 
University Village. $315 mo. plus 
electric. Cable included Contact 
Lauren 419-304-9485 
Subleaser wanted. May 07-Aug08. 
Copper  Beech  Townhomes.  sep. 
bathrm.. includes W/D, cable & inter 
net. $309 mo. plus elec. Contact Le- 
slie 419-356-8889 
Help Wanted 
'BARTENDING1 up to $300'day No 
exp necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174. 
Cleaning & misc. help needed. 
Part time starting 5/7/07. 
419-353-0325 
College Pro is now hiring painters to 
work outside  with  other  students. 
Earn $3000-5000 Advancement op- 
portunities 1-888-277-9787 or 
www.collegepro.com 
I -2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $490! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
•Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
-FREE HEA1 
VMifTf 1QUAM 
AMOTMfNtl 
n> 
N 
t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715 f=X 
Painters Needed!! Experience req. 
Contact Justin 419-215-4949.S9 hr 
BG Toledo area. Not College Pro. 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun 
loving counselors to teach all land, 
adventure & water sports. Great 
summer' Call 888-844-8080, apply: 
campcedar.com 
Sleep away summer camp for inner 
city youth now hiring. Apply online 
at 
www bgctoledo org 
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity. 
Aqua Pro student franchises Resi- 
dential power washing business. Net 
$1200 per week May be used for in- 
ternship credit. 866-275-2782. 
The BG News 
Advertising Sales Position 
Fall 07 Spring 08 
Must be personable, detail oriented, 
have  own  transportation,   flexible 
hours. Apply in person & pick up ap- 
plication at 204 West Hall. 
Toledo Area 
Advertising Sales Position 
Sell for The BG News 
Must be personable, detail oriented, 
have own transportation, flexible 
hours. Apply in person & pick up ap- 
plication at 204 West Hall. 
Uraku Japanese Restaurant 
Now hiring servers and cooks. 
419-352-7070. 
'   709 5th Street 
APARTMENTS 
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A 
Shuttle stop across the straet 
$525/month Full Year Lease 
For Rental Information: 
Contact Jack at 
1-800-829-8638 
or Steve at 
^       (419)352-1150       ^ 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by ♦AfE^CA M.tn.iv:«'Mn-iif Inc. 
ACROSS 
1 Two-timer 
2 Lode loads 
3 Poop or scoop 
4 Send back 
5 Of the heart 
6 Table spread 
7 Steer flesh 
8 "Calendar Girl" singer 
9 Book supplements 
10 "Doctor Zhivago" heroine 
11 Greek Cupid 
12 Hawaiian goose 
13 Biographer of Henry     44 
James 46 
21 Memo 47 
22 Victories 50 
25 Birthday food 51 
26 Upright 54 
27 Oscar de la _ 55 
28 B&O and Amtrak 56 
29 Shroud of _ 57 
30 Chewy treat 58 
31 Bathsheba's husband  59 
32 Chutzpah 60 
36 Malevolent stare 61 
38 California fort 65 
40 Use a calculator 
43 Designate 
Discomfort 
Not on the beat 
Vietnam's neighbor 
Playing marbles 
Russian carriage 
Pop singing "Mama" 
Perched on 
Few and far between 
Light machine gun 
Matador's foe 
Flair 
Sketched 
Henri's girlfnend 
 longa, vita brevis 
1 Coconut fiber 
5 Male swans 
9 Coeur d' ID 
14 "Rule Britannia" composer 
15 Toward shelter 
16 Challenged 
17 Adroit 
18 Lou or Willis 
19 Pilotless aircraft 
20 Pop 
23 King in France 
24 Reunion invitees 
25 Three pops 
33 Sue __ Langdon 
34 Hosiery hue 
35 Horse mackerel 
37 Game similar to lotto 
39 Madrid Mrs. 
41 Boggy area 
42 Tnck into difficulty 
45 Object of worship 
48 Roman greeting 
49 Three pops 
52 Sty guy 
53 in favor of 
54 Pop 
62 Game name 
63 Fragrant gum 
64 " la Douce" 
66 Philosopher Kierkegaard 
67 OED word 
68 Actor Dullea 
69 Dog-tired 
70 Electronics giant 
71 Inspires reverence 
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Management Inc. 
NOW RENTING FOR 2007-2008 
siop in lor listing or check website 
www.meccab2.com 
Kin N. Main (419)353-5800 
For Sale For Rent For Rent 
Buy   Sell / Trade I Rent 
New Or Used 
DVD's ' Video Games / 
Game Systems I And More 
www.ubboa.com    419-494-1588 
CASH FOR BOOKS 
At Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge St. 
Starting April 26 
Extra Arts S Sciences Commence- 
ment Ticket lor 9:30 am Ceremony. 
Call Gary: 440-915-6816. 
For Rent 
"07-08 Rental 1 S 2 bdrm apts. 303 
E. Merry 6 bdrm 3 liv. UP TO 8 All 
next to campus, $5 Web.Call 419- 
353-0325 9am-9pnvlistmg 24/7 <§> 
316 E. Merry 3. All close to dntn -t 
more updates @CARTYRENTALS 
COM 
07 - 08 School Year 
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available. 
For more info call 419-354-9740. 
1 & 3 bdrm. apts. on Manville by 
Water Tower. Available May 8 Aug. 
419-352-5239 
1 bdrm avail, in Enclave 1. Fully fur- 
nished, free internet, willing to dis- 
count rent. Call: 419-376-0270 
1 or 2 female subleasers needed. 
The Enclave II Apts. Fully furn., 4 
bdrms., 4 bathrms.. free laundry. 
Rent $350 mo. plus util. Willing to 
negotiate Contact Megan 419-308- 
9228 or Deidre 330-730-0596. 
1 sublsr. needed in a 3 brm, 2 bath 
apt. S250 mo tuti!9mo. 5 min walk 
to campus, fully furn. 513-236-8162. 
12 month leases starting May 2007 
322 E. Court 05 - Studio Apt 
$445 includes all util. 
818 2nd St - 2 BR Apts 
$500 » gas/elec 
Smith Apt. Rentals 
419-352-8917 
1457 Scon Hamilton. 4 bdrm. Need 
2-4 subleasers from Aug. 07-Aug. 
08. Call 419-276-8843. 
2 bdrm apt furn & unfurn. 
1 bdrm apt for grad student. 
419-352-3445 or 419-308-1287. 
ROUTE DELIVERY PERSON 
HomelMyloB 
Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area 
1-2 Days per week during school 
Full Time during summer break 
www.homecltylce.com 
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN 
1-800-899-8070 
130 Liberty Street. 1 bedroom 
$475.00. Newly remodeled 
Quiet Location 
Highland Management 
419-354-6036 
2 bdrm apt 4th St. S52l> month - 
utilities. Available August 7. & for 
fall. Call 419-409-1110. 
2 subleasers needed lor 2 bdrm.apt. 
May Aug Very spacious. W/D. $290 
per person plus util. 419-217-7755. 
3 bdrm apt recently remodeled, 
small pets allowed lor 2007-2008. 
sch. yr..Please call 419-308-3525. 
3 bdrm house $800 plus utils. Avail 
8/16 Sm pet allowed. 404 S Col 
lege 419 352 4850 S 419.352 6948. 
4 bdrm. unlurn. house. 1st block of 
Manville. Redecorated May 06. 
available May 07. 419-352-5239 
414 S. Summit St. 
$885.00 w garage S W/D 
2* bedroom house 
Great Location 
Highalnd Management 
419-354-6036 
4185 S. Summit Street 
2 bedroom $650.00 
w/ garage & W/D.' 
Great Location 
Highland Management 
419-354-6036. 
525 N  Prospect-3 bdrm., 2 bath. 2 
car garage. $1000 M Avail, in May. 
439 N. Main 5 bdrm  2 bath, whole 
house. $1500'M Avail, in Aug. 
721 Fourth, 3 bdrm 2 bath, townhse 
$800'M. Avail, in Aug. 419-353-0494 
812 Third St. 2 story, 3 bdrm, 1 
bath. $840 a mo -tutil. 5 blocks Irom 
campus. Private, fenced in back- 
yard. Coin W/D. Very clean Avail 
May 15. Call Phil 419-392-2812. 
Are you looking for an apartment 
this summer? Call 614-551-2772. 
Available August 15. 2007. 3 bdrm. 
house, 227 E. Reed. $1000 per mo 
1 bdrm. apts. $300 8 $350 per mo. 
Year lease req. All close to BGSU. 
Call 419-308-2458 
Buckeye Self Storage 
We have summer leases. Near cam- 
pus, many sizes. Open 24 hrs. Don't 
make extra work, leave your things 
here. Call to reserve 352-1520. 
IpooiL^ 
VI? Blocks From Campus 
and gel 2 Months Free!* 
Move in after that and get 
1 Month Freer 
Apts & Houses 07 -08 
419-353-8206 
www.titerentals.com 
Enclave II waives $75 app fee by 
signing over my 12 mo. May to May 
lease. Call ASAP 419-307 0087 
For summer/fall lease. 3 students to 
share 3 bed, 2 bath condo in resi- 
dential area, on west side of town. 
$340 ea./mo. plus util. Respond to 
372-7373 or iudyjac@bgsu.edu. 
Highland Management 
1 & 2 bedroom apart. 
354-6036 
May 07- Aug  08 lease 
www.bghighlandmgmt.com 
HouseS'Apts for 07-08 school year 
12 month leases only 
S Smith Contracting. LLC 
419 352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 10 - 2M - F 
www.boaparlmenls.com 
Quiet tenants preferred 
Looking tor summer female sublsr 
May 31-Aug. 14 dates neg. $250 
per mo. 3 bdrm. townhse. W/D. spa- 
cious Ivg. area. 440-785-8606. 
Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm., 
2 bath, close to dntown & campus. 
May . lease. $1500 mo. plus utiities. 
419-340-2500 
Private entry 1 bdrm. & studio 
As low as $365 
419-352-0590 
Quiet, 1 bedroom unfurn. apt. on S. 
College Dr. Available August. $360 
Call 419-352-9378. 
Subleaser needed  149 Manville. 
May thru August. 
Call for more info. 419-351-6152 
Summer lease w/ option to extend. 
Female only. 1 bed w private bath 
in 4 bdrm. fum. apt W/D in apt. Pool 
weight rm. & more. 1/2 off 1st mo's. 
rent. $350 plus util 330-284-4243. 
The Highlands 
1 bedroom apartments 
$395.00 - $450.00 
Quiet location. Laundry on Site 
www bahighlandmpml.cnm 
Highland Management 
419-354-6036 
The Homestead 
1 bedroom w/ study & 2 bedroom 
$685-$600 washer S dryer on site 
Extra storage in basement 
Close to downtown 
Highland Management 
419-354-6036. 
1 Bedrtm ft MMMMtl 
C A, Pet I VMcorM 
OntltiUNMlpy 
PrtviU Bifrsaca/Pitie 
lliert Term Lain AviN 
418-362-7881 EHO 
& Supplies 
> Cigarette Deals 
•Beer 
•Wine 
Snacks • Food • Lottery 
SOUTH 
SIDE 
419.352.8639-737 S. Main St 
www.southside6.com 
